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34th,

Miff Jeva Fry Dead

at

about
Last Satnrday morning
wito oclock Mm leva Fry, who
f ivti about two and a half miles
.
f jsovtb of Saa Jon, died very sud
'idenly. Tbt remains were taken
1;ao Tucumcari Saturday afternoon
Mr. W.
. Moedett made
teas of well matured
All kinds of legal work properly Vanted-"- 5o
for shipment. Her
J land prepared
maize.
business
Will
beaded
pay 112.50
trip to Amarillo ThursMather, Hon. F. R. Fry of Cory. executed at this office. Notary
ton.
per
day.
in
Public
MAMlf.ff
the
A.n
o$ce.
Z. T. McDaniel.
- .i
S.'i
sua
iook iov poor lor uuiici
vjoy
Read the add ot the San Jon
Mr. Hatber and family from
to btr old home in Corydon.
The United States Land inspec- Mercantile company on the back
Miss Fry was a sister of Mrs. the plains was trading here Tues tor was in San Jon and vicinity
page of this issue, tbey are offer
T. T. Whits.
She leaves beside. day.
this week.
ing scire greatly reduced prices
Uminv friendi here who aincerelv
for
this week.
Mr. j. G. Ellis made a business
Ben Robinson arrived home
mourn bcr loss. She bad lived
trip to Tucumcari last week.
Thursday from Illinois where he
here for nearly seven years and
Mac Home of Bard was a San
Mrs. S. N. Jackson of Porter has been railroading.
was beloved by sill who knew her.
Jon visitor Thursday.
visited Mrs. C. C. Reed Saturday.
Geo. Butler and wife took din
Make Cbapmans hardware store ner and spent toe dav Sunday Mr. Sam Baswell and Mr. Parmly
tfeoa Growers meet
of Amarillo are visiting San Jon
your headquarters. He sell every with Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Reed.
thing in the hardware line See
Mr. and Mrs. Cox visited Sun- - this week.
.4
bis stock of guns and atninition.
day at the borne of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Nettie Ferguson arrived
The San Jon Valley Produce
Mundells.
Rev. J. A' Trickcy filled bis re
Thursday morning from Virginia
and Melon Growers Association
to
at
visit witu ber grandparents,
Tuto
C.
C.
Write
appointment
preaching
Chapman at
held their annual meeting list gular
Mr.
and Mrs. J. J. Henritze for
Scr
the church Sunday morning.
cumcan, lor prices on Windmills
Tuesday afternoon and prepared vices were also held at nibt.
a ftw.weeki.
and Hardware in general.
The
for neat years business.
Miss Elvarce Campbell return,
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Home and
"TIPTON. NOTES
question of how to utilize waste ed to Tucumcari Sunday evening
family visited Sunday at Bard.
virions was brought up and Mr. after a weeks vacation spent at
John. Dodgion and family and
MtCaoe said that he tad wide an home...
Miss Ruby Sharpes is staying
inWm
a
of
tour
n Tucumcari.
Kislingmade
excellent quality of vinegar that
the
tbroueh
bad
lands
spection
I
of
tons
mak-Jo- e
Hubbard
have
eight
be used ia making pickles,
Mrs. Alex Aston mads a trip to
and
Peak squash for sale. Sunday.
Pikes
six gallons of first class vine
Tucumcari the first of the week.
Untill the 55th of this month they
FOR SALE
gar from 13 medium sized melons. will be It. 00 per cwt.
Mrs. Reed and Mrs. McAda
seed
The matter of furnishing
Tsak, Wagon and Harness made a triy to Sao Jon Saturday
W.R.Haynes.
for sale cheap if sold at once.
10 seed bouses was qot found to
to do some trading.
Henry .Blodsoe returned home
McDaniel's
Z.
T.
at
Inquire
be leasable at present.
from Ttzis Tuesday evening. He
Oscar'StempIe of Quay Valley
)
store.
The following officers were
well
was not feeling
when, be ar
was
vjsijr f J these mparts lor a
rived bit i betUfoov..
for the coming year;1- -,
J. T. Shore cf Hereford spent few days.- Remember that the singing a couple of days here this week
M, C. Garr.
president
R. M. Taylor has been listing
meets at the church every ooking after his oil interests in
school
H. C. Na.ice.
some ot bis land.
Sunday afternoon at 3 oclock. ths fields west of town.
Treasurer
Harry Campbell.
Everybody should attend this and
Dan Allen aqd Ira Stem pie are
John Dodgion and
Marvin
Directors, Dodgion, Alsdorf,
help to make a good c'ass. Books
Whitton butchered a 450 pound preparing tor another crop next
Hawkins, Starkey.
can be bad of the secretary, Joe
bog for C. L. Owens yesterday.
yar.
Trickpy.
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HAPPENINGS IN CITY AND VALLEY.

ft

SAN JON

.

1

Townsite Company
OFFERS A SPZEXD1D OPPORTUNITY

I0R

LYVESTEAT

SAN ION, the Most Beautifully Located Town, and in the

Finest Valley in Eastern Quay County, New Mexico, is Located About the Center of the Valley, end is the principal
trading point of the valley.
Writ foe prices, terms and
descriptive literature to

HERMAN GRHARDT,

5

mgr., Tucumcari, y.

AT.

-- ORC. C. REED,

Local Agt., San Jon, N. M.

v

--

The Elk Detjg Stoee,
Tucumoari, N. M.

Vice-President.- ...

Mc-Can-

the Teacher,

e,

Social

The town has been out of coil
(or about three weeks and it is
Factor in the Community. getting to where nearly everyone
has burned np all their worrfout
'urniture and trash and are ready
Contributed by A Director
to commence on the high-chaA Factor is one who transacts
and cradle in the attic.
business or an ajecnt. The word
If you are looking for a home
Rocial pertains to men living in
write
to the Valley Land Com
society or to the public as an agat
Saa Joa. They can star
pany
gregate body. The teacher then
I as a social factor should be ready you right.
at all times to aid, not only the
Mr. E. G. Wilmoth who left
children under bis care, but all here
a couple of weeks ago to
mankind in every conceivable way
take charge of a section on the
that iwill benefit the community east
end, did not find the new
jnrbetber it be inorraliy, ttfcutally,
piece to his liking, aud being one
physically or financially.
of the oldest men in the service,
One ot the first steps for a
at bis own request he was sent
teaceer to take is to teach his pu back
to take charge of this section.
pils to be mannerly, remembering He arrived Monday
night and wilt
however, that examples are as
soon again be on the job.
great as precepts.
A .60 acre farm one half mile
The teacher should mx and
their
from
with
in
children
the
town, good two room bouse
mingle
unis
not
with living water, and
It
and
line
land
games.
sports
with
1
only zo.oo per acre on easy terms.
becoming of a teacher to play
See the Valley Land Co.
a child, but on the contrary it is
the
teacher
quite becoming (for
Miss Pearl Wooten came in
rtands, or should stand, next to
Thursday night front her home
the parents or be an equal to the in Missouri to visit a
couple of
parent with the child,) and in so days with ber brother, Cbas.
doing the teacher is discharging Wooten sonth of town
She
one of the highest duties that js
two
borne
who
Chas.
sons
brought
imposed upon bim. This is not have been visiting their grand,
the task that one may think it to
mother this summer.
be.; There is someching in the
W. E. Fine came in last night
relation of the teacher aud the
from
take
makes
teacher
the
Altus, Oklahoma, where he
child that
which
been
has
working for some time.
positive delight in that
He intends to make proof on bis
pleases the child.
homestead next week.
concluded next week,
A

ir

.

-

t

Mrs. Alex Aston made 4 trip to
Tucumcari the first of the week.
Mrs. Bowman and two sons
of Ohio are here in search of
a homestead. They have not located yet but they like the country
and will probably stay if a suitable
place can be fonnJ.

Sun Changed Hands.
Rev. J. W. Camppell has this
week assumed charge of the Tu
en mean" Sun ps Editor and Manaanil mry
ger. The
trends of Mr. Campbell in this
vicinity wish bim success and are
glad to know that one of the lead?
ing papers of the county should be
in the bauds ot so able a mau.
.

l

Miss Ansa Elder returned

Sat

from attending the Teacher's

As-

There are plenty ot wjod haul
er m toe uritkei tOcbe days.

sociation at Santa Fe and school
was again taken up Monday.

Roy Reed has returned fro.n
a trip to Oklanoma where he baa
Have you visited our new store, been alter some horses.
make it your headquarteis while
"Mike and I,"
in Tucumcari' C. C. Chapmau.
Z. T. McDaniel arrived home
Saturday nixht after a two weeks
visit in Texas and Oklahoma. He
tcok in the Cotton Palace at Waco
while be was cone.
He says that
the cotton crop in manv of the
sections wnicb he visited was almost a complete failure,' many
getting not more than a bale from.
60 and $0 acres.

On the afternoon of Saturday,
Nov. 25, at 3 oclock there wi 1 be
held a spicial meeting of the
On Sunday
Baptist Church.
the
oclock
25, at 1 1
moiuiog
p eaching services will be held by

Rev.

.

Cumplet linecf DrugsSundriiS
.

,

'

Mail Orders and Prescriptions Given Special Attention.

1

C.F.MARDEN
Dealt

In

&

General Merchandise I

O DRUGS O
ee us.

Call and

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Staple and Fancy Groceres.

J

P. MasUrson.

PLEANO

BUTCHER SHOP

HAPPENINGS.

Miss Mary Ellis eame in last
night from Hereford to visit her
We are all enjoying this fine
father and stay a while on
sunny weather for the past few
stead.
day. The farmers are very busv
Geo. Branham returned last stacking th ir feed.
Clinton Keynolds id expected
night from Slay ton, Texas, where
be went with bis father several home this week.
days ago on business. His father
A crowd of Pleano people went
will be at home in a few days.
picnicing last Saturday and had
a big quail fry. Tbey reported a
Association

FRESH MEATS AT ALL TIMES.

he-ho-

Fair

Organ-

ized for Next Yeor.
The San Jon Valley Fair Association met last Tuesday and closed up the years business and re
organized for the coming year. A
report of committees showed that
all bills b id been paid and that a
balance of 30 cents was left. This
speaks well for San Jon as usually
the first fair goes in the bole.
The fo'lowing officers were tlect-- e
for the coning year:
President
..J. G. Ellis.
Vice P esid n? ,...J. V. McCane.
J. T. White
S"r ar
Treasurer
F. H. Stagey
Directors, F. M. Hawkins, W. L
I

Uttou,

C.

L- -

0u.

fine time.

Mr and Mrs. Ling visited
Mr Ealeys Sunday.

a

Misses May and Katie Davis
Nanc and Duke were
Mr.
at
visiting
Langs Sunday
a'ternoon. ' Carf'e Lng and Mr.
Narce p'aved an exciting game of
croqutt against May Davis and
Mr. Duke. Carrie and Billy woa
the game.
,

Steaks,

Chops,

Roasts,

V

Hamberger

Sausage,

RESTAURANT AND
'

POOL HALL

LESTER & YOUNG
SAN JON

and M ssrs.

Mr. Alley Reynolds visited Mr.
Will Conway Sunday afternoon.
K tie

Davis and brother were
'ufi'v erriged Sunday, mo n pg
breaking a colt.
"Little Girl"

San Jori Hotel
Newly funUhed and open

for

the trade.

WHEN YOU WANT TO SLEEP
EAT OR REST AWHILE
CALL AT THE

SAN JON,

-

-

J

0'.V

,

.

SANJQfMOTEV;
NEV MEXICO.
jf. PRICKET Prop.

LITTLE RUSE DION'T SUCCEED
Voungatar'a Ichamt Waa All Right,
ut Iconamlcat Father Waa a
Mateh far Him.
Tba proprietor of the moat promt
, Ky.,
lent hotel In the town of S
It a mnn of a very economical nature, in fact he ia tin extremist In
thla feature. He haa a tlxyearold.
red headed eon that didn't Inherit hla
father'a economical disposition. Recently the aon waa very much In need
of a five-cepiece for aoda water
purpoaea. He went Into the dining
rora, where he waa free from observation, and removed hla ahoe atrlnga
and placed them in his hip pocket for
future reference. Returning to the
office he approached his father and
aald:
"Pa, give me a nickel to get me a
pair of ahoe strings."
His father glanced down at his
son's shoes, then turning around ap
proached the office safe and opened
It In silence. He took out the cash
box and raising the lid extracted a
pair of new shoe strings, which he
handed to his son without a word.
The youngster took the strings with a
crestfallen air and then to the amuse
ment of the onlookers exclaimed:
"Stung again, by granny."

IS
Horticulture

GRAVITY CHUTE FOR

PICKING

Will Reach to Top of Twenty-Fiv- e
Foot Ladder and Convey Fruit to
Baskets on Ground.
will
chute
ladder
reach to the top of a
and convey the fruit to baskets on the
ground, has been Invented by a fruit
grower of Orange county, New York,
The
ays the Popular Mechanics.
A

which

fruit-pickin-

aa

BABY'S TERRIBLE SUFFERING

32-pa-

WANTED TO KNOW.

Unlets Thare Are Large Number
Tree Warmer Weather of February or March Will Do.

chute is made of canvas and is provided with pockets so spaced as to al
low the dropping of fruit into it from
any rung of the ladder.
It may be attached to any ladder by
means of straps, and, as it does not
add more than ten pounds to the
weight, the ladder may be carried
around and placed against the trees
in the usual way. Two baskets are
placed on the ground to receive the
fruit as It drops from the trough pro
vided to make the fall light When
one is filled, the picker tips the end of
the trough into the other by means of
a simple arrangement always within

Handy In Orchards for Snipping Off
Bunches of Grapes or Other
Fruit Without Injury.
A man in

the fruit country of Lower
California has designed a thumb knife,
which is a very bandy little Implement for snipping off bunches of
grapes or other fruit A metal thimble has a sharp cutting blade project
ing from the end, like a long thumb
nail. Along the mouth of the thimble
is a row of perforations for the pur
pose of sewing It fast to a cloth finger
stall, which In turn has a drawing
string at its open end. With this lit
tle Implement fastened on his thumb,
a man can pinch fruit oil the vines
and trees with great rapidity
and
without Injuring it In the least, Just
as If his own thumb-nai- l
was strong
enough and sharp enough to cut

Flower Favors Rich, Tenacious Soil
and Full Exposure to the Sun
They Like Moisture.
Carnations like a rich, rather tena
cious soil and full exposure to the
sun, says Parks Floral Magazine.
They also do well In a shady place.
If you wish them for winter bloom- -

told

Strawberry beds need looking after.

'

ARE YOU FREE

ROM

'

Colds,
Headaches,
Indigestion,
Sour
Stomach,
Pains, Constipation,
Dizziness? If you are not, the most
effective, prompt and pleasant
method of getting rid of them is to
take, now and then, a desertspoon-fof the ever refreshing and truly
beneficial laxative remedy Syrup
of Figs and Elixir of Senna. It is
well known throughout the world
s the best of family laxative remedies, because it acts so gently and
strengthens naturally without irritating the system in any way.
To get its beneficial effects it is
always necessary to buy the gem
l ne, manufactured
by die California
fig Syrup Co, bearing the name
of the Company, plainly printed on
die front of every package,

Handy Orchard

Knife.

through the branches.

With some
methods of removing grapes, for
a slight pulling Is necessary,
and this invariably results In a quantity of the riper fruit falling from the
bunch.

ul

Pruning Trees.
Never remove a limb which there Is
not a good reason for taking out You
can take it out mighty easy, but you
can't put it' back. Never take out a
limb this year that you are sure will
not do any harm if you do not take it
out until next year. Certainly the
diseased wood must be taken out; all
limbs that are bo diseased where there
la no hope of recovery from any treatHere is another mistake:
ment.
Very many times those limbs are
taken out and are left lying In the
orchard, and the spores of disease in
them will Infect healthy wood very
nearly as well, from the limbs on the
ground aa If left on the trees. They
ought to be removed.

l
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Hood's Sarsaparilla

la do bat wot you

l

and enritlie the Mood
Which purine
ami ImiliU up tho whole ryttem,
(let it today in usunl liqui form or
chocolated tuhlcts called
1

21110.

Sarsatabe,

HUH
CHRISTMAS POST CARDS
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Wn,1e .tamp f..r
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Art
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than
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Synip for OhtUirrB

It's what a woman doesn't
that worries her.

su.

fnrsale nt the Invest prices
wl'irku imiim.

In ifrvnt vtirli'iv

Hie If'iun, re.luoes inlUinm
wind colic. 2ic bottl.
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Too many homes
ern inconveniences.
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"
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Weak Heart

Many people Miffer from weak hearts. They may experience liorrneii of breath on exertion, pain over the heart.
or dizzy feelings, oppressed breathing after meals or their
i not auffioicntly
strong
eye become blurreii, their heart
to pump blood to the extretniti-- s, and they have cold hands
nd feet, or poor appetite because of weakened blood supply-tthe stomach. A heart tonio and alterative should be takea
Such is Dr. Pierce's Golden
t.
which has no bad
Medic! Discovery, which contains no dangerous narcotic
nor alcohol.
after-effec-

Th Innwllcnta as sttested under oth, irs Stone root (Colllnsonla
Canadensis, (iolden Seal root (Hydrattli Canada.
ffilllnria Svlvatlca), fal.ck Cherry. (Vuou. Virginian,,
J
with triple rellned glycerine, prepared
Mandrake root (Podophyllum itltatum).
In a scientific laboratory in a way that no druggist could Imitate.
This tonio contains no alcohol to shrink up the red blood corpuscles j but, or
the other hand, it increases their number and they become round and healthy.
It helps the human system in the constant manufacture of rich, red blood. It
elements from the food,
helps the stomach to assimilate or take up the proper
heart-bur- n
and many uncom.
and
dyspepsia,
curing
thereby helping digestion
fortable symptoms, stops excessive tissue waste in convalescence from fevers;
people, the "Discovery "is refreshing
for the
anemio,
and vitalizing. Stick to this safe and sane remedy, and refuse all " just a good "
medicines offered by the druggist who is looking for a larger pro6t. Nothing
but Dr. Pierce' Golden Medica! Discovery will do you half as much good.
.'

QurVoT

run-dow-

Mrs. Fondmar There! Isn't baby
the lmageiof his father?
Same lack of
Oldchumme Sure!
expression, same red nose, no teeth to
speak of and, by George! premature
ly bald head, too!
A SERIOUS

PINK EYE

ERROR.

DISTEMPER
CATARRHAL FEVER
AND ALL NOSE
AND THROAT DISEASES

Cure a tbt lok and acta as a prrrr ntlv for othni. I Iqnlfl plvrn oq
the tiirfroe. Safe for hroinl marex ami all others. Het kliluey rirnedy ,U
cent ami fl ft) a bottle; tA UOaml Jlo on ihe dozen, bold by all riruusritta
aud borne goods houses, or bent ex irons paid, by the uiauufucturera,

SPOKN MEDICAL CO.,

.

Apples should be picked and han
dled carefully.
There is a growing demand for
gooseberries and currants.
You cannot prune too much, but you
must know what to prune away.
The disk is better than the plow In
the orchard for breaking up sod.
Spraying with lime sulphur this fall
will be beneficial to all the trees.
Few people know how delicious a
good winter pear is because they are
so rare.
As to pruning we have learned that
more of it must be done or our trees
will be ruined.
It is Just as easy to have good pears
as it is to nave good apples If one
goes at It right.
Yellow peaches are always In de
mand, although the quality Is Inferior
to the white fleshed kinds.
There Is a shortage of all small
fruits In the markets and they are
getting scarcer year by year.
More depends upon the right choice
of kinds of fruit to set than upon any
other one factor as to profit in the
orchard.
Give the apple orchard plenty of fer.
tillzer, "particularly potash and phos
phoric acid. A starved orchard Is not
a money maker.
Apples after being picked should be
left in plies before storing away until
they go through a "sweating" process,
aa it is termed.
Tho barrel is a good apple package,
providing it is rightly packed the
same variety, size and quality of fruit
all the way through and honestly
labeled.

Located.
Where shall

Clerk

letters

In

I

file

the

m

Chemists,

GOSHEN, INDIANA

ex

1

VV

Rayo lamps and lanterns give
most light for tbe oil used.

I

The light is strong and steady, A Rayo never flickers.
Materials and workmanship are the best. Rayo lamps and
lanterns last.
Atk your dealer to

oir you hi line of Kayo lamps and
or trrite foi
iiluittrated Uioklett direct to any aienrylantern,
of

Continental Oil Company

W. L. DOUGLAS
2.50, 3.00, '3.50 & M.00 SHOES
Men and Women wear

WiDouglas

shoe

because they are the best shoe produced in
tnit country for the price. Insist upon hav
ing them. Take no other make.

THE STANDARD OF QUALITY

FOR OVER 30 YEARS
The assurance that goes with an established reputation is your assurance in buyina
w . u. uougias shoes.
If I could take
you into my large factories
at Brockton, Mass., and show
you how
carefully W.LDougias shoes are made, you
would then understand why they are war-rante- d
to hold their shape, fit brtter and
than any othermalcefor the
wear
price
CAUTION Th" Kn",r'" 've W. !..
name ami rlr; .umiwil
i...,r"
wi
c'"":t ,;,'Uin
osKi'AiKTn iny HOYS' i.i.roor
ratnl-rtlr-t
Hhoe,
an
jour
will lionltlvelv outwear
of
txi nhoat
KUtbLAn. 145 bpark hi., Urotktoii M,.2
fa,icU tutlattonllimry
Ud

lonr

JLK

.

M

love

"

W

this suit?

Lawyer Under the head of promissory notes.
Thouwinrt ff country people know the
value of llamlins Wizard Oil, the
family medicine in cihp of nrci'lcrit or
PwMpn illnenn.
For the Kifcty of your
family buy a bottle now.
h--

A

Cross-Referenc-

Mistress Have you a reference?
Ilridget Folne; 01 held tlie poker
over her till I got It Harper's liazar.
Ur. fierce s fleannt Pellet first, nut
up 40 year ago. I hey regulate and inviu
orate momacn, nver ana bowel. Miliar- coaled tiny granules.

It sometimeH happens that a man
who never even saw an airship ftli
just as hlght and falls Just as hard.
The one way to help a worthless
man along is to administer a swift
kick in the proper placo.
Some people never go ahead
cause they wait too long to make
they are right.

PERFECTION SSKSSSnS
Smkclca

be-

ML

uro

Don't be misled. A sic for Red
Bag Blue. Make beautiful whiUi clothe.
At all good grocer.

(o

Odorle.

Clean

Convenient

71,e Perfection Smoleleu Oil I
(eater warms lip a room
m rie-t., no lmi. Always ready for use.
Cn be carried
In any room where extra warmth is needed.
A t i.l automuiic JfV;ce
ni4ir, j, jmp0M1b!e to turn the
wi. k too hmh r t,
ow. S,e in ,ie hindi o( cKi
IU 1'erle.tion Lutni nin hours on one filling glowing
from the mjnut(, j, j, tiuhtl.
Handsomely finished t
rnamrl or plain Heel, with nickel trimmings.
"'
A1 your ilultr or write tut Jk ripiive circular to
aujr ageocr of

,

j

.'t

Tramp Turned Down.
"I haven't a place to lay my head"
"Well, you can't leave It

Continental Oil Company
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carefully every bottle of
safe and sure remedy for
infants and children, and see that It
Pflars thn
Signature of
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

Shen-aton- e

-F-

She mnketh me lie down hrhln.l
the bed when the swpII company
comes, and she leaileth me behind her
up Main street.
3. She restoreth
my poekctbnok
after she has spent all its contents on
hobble skirts and theater tickets, and
she leadeth me up the main alslo of
church for her new hat's sake.
4. Yea, though I walk more than
half the night through dark rooms
with a crying baby, I will get no rest,
for she is behind me; hor broomstick
and her hatpin they do everything
else but comfort me.
6. She prepareth a cold Fnack for
for nn old
me, then mnketh a bee-lin- e
society supper. She nnolnteth my
head with the rolling pin occasionally. My arms runneth over with bun
dles before she Is half done her shopping.
6. Surely
her dressmaker's and
millinery bills shall follow me all the
days of my life and I will dwell In the
house of my wife forever. Exchange.
2.

CA1STORIA, a

Prudent men look up their motives,
letting familiars have a key to their
hearts as to their gardens.
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Important to Mothers

no
"I understand that."
"All right. Yonder is your room.
When you hear a horn toot about
4 a. m. that's your cue."
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Some men are so small that
cent cigar looks big to them.
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Many a case of kidney disease has
proven fatal because the symptoms
were not recognized. If you suffer
with backache or bladder irregulari
ties, follow the ad- TeyPfcrire
vice of Mrs. H. S.
Mi Jfy
Woods, 619 11th
St., Aurora, Nebr.
Says Mrs. Woods:
"I was In a critical condition. My
feet and ankles
were so swollen
I
with dropsy,
could not wear
my shoes. Four
teen weeks prior to taking Doan's
Kidney Pills, I was confined to bed
practically helpless. They made me
feel like a new woman and soon I was
A Carnation.
doing my work the same as ever."
ing, set the plants out of doors, in a
"When Your Back Is Lame, Re
rather sunny exposure. Nip out the member the Name DOAN'S." EOc a
shoots as they begin to push up, and box at all stores. Foster-MllburCo.,
thus encourage the plants to stool out Buffalo, N. Y.
and become busby. In autumn, not
these, with good drainage, get them
Involuntary.
established for the window, and they
Photographer Say! Pardon me!
will bloom during the winter. Water But that's the third time you've cov
moderately when In pots, and do not ered your face with your handkerchief
allow the sun to shine against the just us I was ready.
sides of the pot. They like a rattier
Subject I know, but I can't heip
It.
warm, moist atmosphere.
I've been indicted a good deal
lately, and I got the habit trying- - to
dodge newspaper
photographers.
Puck.

The Facetious Farmer.
"I am an actor out of work,
"1

1.
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Chute In Operation.
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KNIFE IS USEFUL IMPLEMENT

you give me employment

BENEDICT

OF MODERN

f Adaptation That Alms to let Forth
the Trlale and TrlbuUtlone
That Br.et Lift.

Pruning and spraying are the two
operation that ran be gurrpsnfully
carried on In midwinter, says the Su
bur bun Life The pruning of all trws
ran be done, but unions there Is
Inrge number the warmer weather of
late February or early March will
make the work less dlsagreable
Grapes, however, can be pruned to da
vantage now, as the wounds will then
have become hardened before the sap
begins to flow.
Spraying is Important, for the San
Jose scale must be killed iu order to
have perfect fruit; and then there are
other Insects, such as the aphlds
which winter in the egg stage on the
bark. The same spray that kills the
San Jose scale will destroy these
eggs.
Brown-tai- l
moths will be found in
what appear to be nothing but crum
bled leaves. The tent caterpillar may
be found In the form of eggs, a mass
of them in a brown, shiny mass encir
cling the twigs of apple and other
trees. The white-marke- d
tussock can
be tc'.d by its frothy vhite covering;
these moths are particularly fond of
plum trees, but are often found on
other trees. Cut off the twigs hold

CULTURE OF THE CARNATION
Frult-Plckln-

reach.

Life Insurance Solicitor It you
live 20 years you get the 110,000 but
If you don't, then your widow will
get it.
Mr. Rutting Hintz How will I
know that she got it?

WINTER WAIL

.

L

thirt

(Signed) Mrs. Noble Tubman, Dodson,
Mont., Jan. 28, 1911. Although Cuticura Soap and Ointment are sold by
druggists and dealers everywhere, a
sample of each, with
book,
will be mailed free on application to
"Cuticura," Dept. 18 K, Boston.

IN

ing these insects.
If the rough bark of apple and other
is scraped with a hoe or similar
trees
.
tool, many insect eggs win be re
moved. All prunings, scrapings and
insect cocoons should be burned.
Clean out thoroughly and plug with
cement any holes in the fruit trees.
If thoroughly cleaned, decay will be
stopped, and filling the holes will prevent gypsy moths or other insects
from finding a home.
The meadow mice, which frequently
injure fruit trees so badly during the
winter by girdling them, burrow un
der the snow. If no protection has
been given the trees against them,
tramp the snow down hard about each
tree after each storm.

"When my baby was six months old,
bis body was completely covered with
large sores that seemed to Itch and
burn, and cause terrible Buffering.
The eruption began in pimplea which
would open and run, making large
tores. His hair came out and finger
sails fell off, and the sores were over
the entire body, causing little or no
tleep for baby or myself. Great scabs
would come off when I removed hla
"We tried a great many remedies,
but nothing would help him, till a
friend Induced me to try the Cuticura
Soap and Ointment. I used the Cuticura Soap and Ointment but a short
time before I could see that he waa
Improving, and In six weeks' time ha
was entirely cured. He had Buffered
about six weeks before we tried the
Cuticura Soap and Ointment, although
we had tried several other things, and
doctors, too. I think the Cuticura Remedies will do all that is claimed for
them, and a great deal more."

PRUNE AND SPRAY
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"Pint ofCoagh Syrup9

r

A Family Supply fop 60o, Saving 12
The turatt, Qulokeat Remedy You
Ever Uaad or Money Refundad.

"

What waa your fibjort in

ieatla

7n'"a
"
tog that rid enmy
of the prMldentlnl fwiNnlblimear
th
"Oh, merely to rail attention to
fact that he hasn't any show.

Weman'e Economy,
"My dear, we simply have got to

A cough remedy thtt tare you $2, and eeonomlie?"
"Merry sakos! Haven't I been
Is
to give quicker, better re- suite tun anything im, is surely worm economizing T Instead of letting Wl.aendtrying. And one trial will show you why lie have money for car fare I'm
to hi
Fines is uied in more home in toe U. 8. lng him In the automobile
and Canada than any other cough remedy. dancing clasa."
iou will be pleasantly aurpnaect by toe
way it takea right bold of a oough. giving
almost initant relief. It will uaually atop
The 8afe Side.
the moat obitinate,
cough in
I
"John. have decided not to have
24 hours, and ia unaqualad
for prompt
mother come to visit us after all."
rtaulta in whooping cough.
"Why not, dear?"
A
bottle of Finer, when mixed
"I've been reading up on the war
with home-mad-e
sugar syrup, maket a lull
pint of tba beat cough remedy ever uaed, game, and do not think I am a big
Easily prepared in five minutes directions
enough power to intervene after the
In package.
has begun, but I can prevent
fighting
The taate is pleasant children take it
war."
willingly. Stimulates the appetite and ia
lightly laxative both excellent feature,
Smenaid for crouo. hoarseness, asthma.
Attachments.
bronchitis and other throat troubles, and
told you not to come to my
"I
a highly auccestful remedy for incipient house
again. Your attachment for my
luriff troubles.
ia preposterous
concendaughter
1'inex is a special and
highly''l '
I
J
H i m
"Oh, yes, you turned me down on
extract, rich in guaiacol and other natural that all right, but the attachment
healing pine elements.
Simply mix with that brings me here today is for your
sugar syrup or strained honey, in a pint daughter's piano, and no bluff goes."
bottle, and it is readv for use.
Thereupon ensued whispered conPinex ha often been imitated, but never
and money was observed
versation
successfully, for nothing elae will produce
to pass.
the same result, ihe genuine l guaranteed to give absolute satisfaction or money
refunded.
Certificate of guarantee i
Before His Day.
wrapped in each package. Your druggist
"See
Rastus," said the new
here,
Pinex
will
ha
or
gladly get it for you.
it not, send to ine 1'inex (Jo., ZH Joaia arrival at the hotel, "do you mean to
tell me thatt his egg is fresh?"
et., at. Wayne, Xnd.
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estate from a royal grant of land.
Mangote, situated about 8 miles from
the town, is now In the bands of bis
whose father was
lately president of the republic. Before the revolutionary days many
Cbiricano landowners maintained a
lordly estate In peace and prosperity.
David Is an attractive place, clean
and orderly as a Dutch burg and picturesque as a Tyrolean hamlet Along
the broad, drab lengths of the streets

.

I

1

modest dwellings
wltb
d
whitewashed walls,
roofs, and
blue and green doors and window
shutters. The most pretentious residences are no more than
frame structures, with 10 rooms at
most and a patio In the rear. Of the
6,000 inhabitants perhaps 60 are "well
to do," In the conventional sense of
the phrase. The remainder are superlatively poor, measured by the standard of dollars and cents, but passing
rich In fact by reason of having
everything that they need and probably all they
desire. Everyone seems to secure an easy livelihood, but precisely how is difficult to determine.
A hard worker Is not to be seen, but neither Is
a beggar nor a vagrant, and the municipality does
not boast any such institution as an almshouse.
However, the matter Is divested of much of Its
mystery when one considers that land as prolific
as any In the world Is to be had for the taking,
and a man's outfit of clothing consists of three
pieces straw hat, shirt, and cotton trousers
while a woman gets along very well with one garment, and children are not encumbered to that
red-tile-

extent

h

Dlvala. My moso, a long, lean fellow with a
melancholy visage, followed at a pace which he
never varied, but which later experience taught
me could always be depended on to bring him
up with me at the end of a ride. Man never
possessed a less appropriate name than his.
Pantaleon "panther Hon" was possibly bestowed upon him In a spirit of irony. He was
and had the commendprofoundly
able characteristic of confining his attention to
his own business and Just so much of his employer's as properly concerned him.
Defore us stretched one of the llanos, which
He, like gr&psy islands in a forest sea, at Intervals
all along the Pacific slope of the Cordillera. For
6 miles onward and 2 on either side of us the
ground extended in a sweep as level as a billiard
table and ss green. With its thick covering of
Jenjebrillo, the tract looked strikingly like a bit
of the blue-grascountry of Kentucky. Here and
there a wild flg or a ceibo threw Its heavy-leafe- d
branches wide, affording grateful shelter for man
and beast. On every side the close ranks of the
forest trees hemmed the llano In, and away beyond In our front rose the Jabbed teeth of the
sierra, with the smoking cone of El Volcan projecting beyond the ruck.
A
crack Indicates the shortest route
to the point where the road enters the forest.
We keep It In sight for the sake of preserving
our bearing, otherwise one might ride unrestraln-- .
edly on the darkest night over this flat expanse,
' unbroken by gullies and devoid of burrows. In
fact, I have crossed It at a hand gallop In a
downpour of rain, when my horse's ears were not
distinguishable and the blurred lights of David
made a lurid beacon patch In the distance.
These llanos are the "commons" of the people
the poor man's grazing ground. We pass small
herds of from 10 to 20 head, nibbling the herbage,
which Is ample for sustenance but not sufficiently
rich and plentiful to condition them for market.
Scattered over the range are a few mares, with
foals at their heels. In thlB country they ride
and work only the male horses, leaving the females constantly at grass. This Is obviously a
bad system, for It retards hereditary transmission
and results In the development of serviceable
Qualities on one side only. The animals are undersized and the breed poor, the best strain being
derived from Peruvian stallions. Despite his unpromising appearance, however, the Panamanian
pony Is apt to surprise you with a wonderful display of stamina. I have been carried fifty-odmiles by one In twelve hours and found him fit
for a good day's Journey the next morning. They
are easy-goingait, and
beasts, with a single-foo- t
If o e will be content to ride them in the manner
to which they are accustomed, quite as serviceable as the average mount to be picked up In
Central or South America. It is distinctly advisbridle
able, however, to get rid of the greasy
of the country, even though no better substitute
than a piece of clean rope Is available. Failure
to take this precaution once coBt me a sore hand
of which I was not cured for weeks.
Now and again a traveler Jogs by, with a muttered "Buenos dlas" a salutation that 1b never
omitted by man, woman or child. The rider
g
wears a conical straw hat, a cotton shirt,
free In the wind, and a pair of blue Jeans.
d
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"It was when hit was laid, sun,"
replied the waiter.
"And when was that, pray?" demanded the guest.
"Ah, dunno, Boss," replied Rastua,
"dls yere is man first season at dla
yere hotel, sun."

a pueblo of only a few hundred in
habitants, but a place of considera
tion in this sparsely settled country,
There are no hotels In the Interior,
nor Is there need for them where ev
ery doof Is open to the wayfarer. The
first glance around the plaza of
Alanje will decide the discriminating
stranger to head for the comfortable- looking frame house on the south

side, with Its inviting veranda. Should
he not Immediately take that direc
tion, the little cura, in his long black
robe, Is likely to come to the door and
shout a welcome.
breakfast at the cural
The mid-dawas an excellent meal, reinforced by
The
eood wine and superb coffee.
pleasures of the occasion were height
ened by the entertaining remarks of
my lively host. He was very young
and very optimistic, quite content
with his lot and properly Impressed
with the Importance of his work. It
appeared to me that his life must bs
a lonely and monotonous one, but he
did not share my view of it. He waa
the only man of any education In the village, but
two highways and several bywaya converge at
Alanje, and every few days he might look for a
passlty; visit from some Intelligent traveler. His
duties occupied three or four hours of the day
and the rest of the time he filled in with study,
for his ambition pointed to advancement in his
calling, whilst his environment had awakened an
inherent taste for natural history.
We left the .table to walk over to the church
with its curious detached tower. I asked for the
records. With righteous Indignation blazing In his
eyes, the little cura laid before me a pile of leath
and
manuscripts, molded, worm-eatetorn. Not a page was Intact hardly two conseca
tlve lines legible.
"Such neglect is crime." said my host, fer
vently. "I need hardly say that the damage waa
beyond arrest when these came Into my hands.
I fully appreciated his feelings.
Indeed, I dare
was
keener.
own
the
Alanje
regret
say that my
Is older than David. In fact, its history merges
with the times of the ConqulBtadores and there Is
no knowing what wondrous tales may be hidden
In those sadly mutilated documents.
"Our church has a legend," remarked the cura,
leading me to a large alcove on the left of the
chancel. . Drawing aside a curtain, he revealed a
life sized painting of the Christ in his final agony
It was evidently the work of an artist, but did
not betray extraordinary ability.
"I don't know when this came here, but It was
certalnlv before the present generation," the
cura explained, with a slight show of embarrass
"The story goes that one evening a
nient.
stranger came to the village and, declining shel
ter elsewhere, begged to be locked alone In the
His request was granted
church over night.
When the curious villagers came early In the
morning to look for him he had gone, and the picture, with the paint fresh and wet, bung where
you see It"
I looked at the little cura questionlngly.
"Oh. I don't know," he said, with a shamefaced smile and a shrug of the shudders. "At
any rate, my people believe the story firmly, and
It does them no harm."
On the road between Alanje and Dlvala we
crossed several streams. A better watered country than this could not well be Imagined.
Dlvala Is a little settlement of 50 to 60 huts
and, perhaps, 300 Inhabitants, who are entirely
dependent upon the ranch and Insure It a constant supply of labor. The people cultivate little
patches, from which they derive almost all the
foodstuffs they need. A few weeks' work In, the
year at 60 cents a day will produce enough money
for clothing and a moderate Indulgence In the
luxuries that are to be had at the village trading
store.
Divala is 15 miles from anywhere, but the mosk
unlikely place to look for an American family In
a bungalow that has the appearance of having
been transplanted from a New Jersey suburb.
corMrs. Wilson has lived In this
ner of the earth for five years, and has had the
companionship of her Infant during the past
eighteen months. There Is not a woman of her
own race within 40 miles. This Is Isolation, Indeed, and I suspected that she must find It irksome, though she would not admit as much.
Twelve years ago Leslie Wilson came out from
California and settled in the neighborhood of Dlvala with half a dozen Americans and Britishers.
Thus the settlement of Dlvnla was formed and a
large proportion of the ranch turned Into Potrero
without a penny of outlay. The disturbed condition of the country reduced the prices of all property, and Wilson was able to buy the nucleus of
his stock at very low figures.
The owner of Dlvala has worked hard and Intelligently for ten years on the improvement of
his property. Today be has 5,000 acres of as One
land as any In Cbiriqui, well stocked and furnished with all the necessary buildings.
The
ranch is easily worth $50,000. Not a bad result
of an enterprise started twelve years ago with
$200 capital.

A neat little book of panoramlo pictures of orchard and farm scenes In
Colorado, Utah and New Mexico has
Dejust been issued by the Passenger
partment of the Denver & Rio Grande.
Its title is "The Land of Irrigation,"
and the illustrations, which comprise
th rreater nart of the booklet, con
vey an excellent idea of the varioua
fertile valleys of the Rocky Mountain
region.
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NOT SYMPATHETIC.
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Although the dry season was
spent,
everything looked fresh and green the morning
that I galloped out upon the llano on my way to
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Bare feet are stuck in the wooden stirrups. He
and hla steed are festooned with bags, baskets
and packages, the tout ensemble suggesting an
Itinerant Christmas tree. Stuck under the saddle
flap, or elsewhere beyond ready reach, Is a rifle
or shotgun, of ancient make, probably unserviceable, and almost certainly unloaded.
Everyone
goes armed upon the road.
Occasional reminders of less peaceful times
are seen In a small wooden cross set in the
ground and surrounded by a rude rail fence.

Indi-

cating the spot where some unfortunate met a
violent death In the commission of a crime. Pantaleon

rode alongside

as

I

approached

one of

these unoonsecrated burying places that contained
two crosses With emotionless precision he told
the grizzly tale of two compadres who had fallen
out and here had fought to the death with their
knives.
Compadres are bosom companions, bound by a
bond closer than that of brotherhood.
Only a
woman can break that tie, and when compadre
turns against compadre hell knows no greater
bitterness. These two hacked each other until
they fell, gasping and bleeding, and foaming at
the mouth, still Jabbing with waning strength.
They were found dead, locked In each other's
arms. Perhaps at the very last the spirit of
returned to soothe their passing.
I put this reflection to Pantaleon, but he declared it more likely that they died cursing each
other and thinking of the girl. My own conclusion pleased me better, but I felt bound to defer
to my moso's superior knowledge of the characteristics of his countrymen.
Presently the road entered the monte, and we
rode between wooden walls reinforced by heavy
At long Intervals we passed small
undergrowth.
clearings where the settler bad cut over the
ground, burned the debris where it fell, and scattered his seed with a careless, confident hand
The machete Is the universal agricultural Implement. A plow has never been seen In the country. Cultivation Is neglected as an unnecessary
trouble. Withal, harvests are bounteous and recur with the Infallible regularity of the solar system. I saw fields of sugar cane that had yielded
rich crops for fifteen unbroken seasons, and a
piece of land which has stood in corn continuously for half a century.
All over the Pacific slope of Chlrlqul Is a
s
from 6 to 20 feet thick, formed by the
from the mountain sides. It is rich as any
In the world, but not
part
of It has been turned to the account of man.
Outside of David, the population is less than four
to the square mile. Apart from a score of cattle
raisers and coffee growers, no man produces more
than enough to meet his needs, whilst markets at
their very doors are crying aloud for the potential products of the province. Panama Is paying
high prices for Jamaican fruit and Cuban sugar
and American tobacco, whilst these and many other Imported commodities can be grown within
her borders.
The pathetic mystery of it Is that tens of thousands are slaving in city sweatshops and factories, or painfully wringing a living from a reluctant soli, when land unlimited lies waiting to
richly reward any man who will cast a handful of
seed upon It
Ten miles out from David we came to Alanje,
top-soi- l,
vol-age-

The Climatic Autocrat.
"What I should like," said the
person, "would be to have
wealth enough to permit me to live in
a cool place in summer and regulate
the temperature according to my own
fancy in winter."
fir OX
"You don't need wealth. What you
The Hospital Doctor What did the
farmer say when you fell out of hla want is the Job of Janitor."
barn and broke your arm?
The Same Effect.
Tramp Didn't say nothln'. Hf
nenevolent Ladv Little bov. will
wuz too busy
you give this temperance tract to
your father?
More English Humor.
Urchin Me dad don t drink now.
The first night Walter Kelly, known
leddy.
to vaudeville as the "Virginal Judge,"
Benevolent Lady Oh, how good.
walked up the Strand he complained Did he read the last tract I gave him?
to his English companion that the fa
Urchin No, leddy.
He's training
mous street in London was dark at for a prize fight
nine o'clock. "Why," said he, "at
this hour Broadway is as bright aa HOMESEEKERSEXCUR8I0N
RATES TO TEXAS AND NEW
day. There la one sign alone, "The
MEXICO POINTS DURChariot Race,' In which there are 50,
ING 1911.
000 electric lights." "But I say, old
and third Tuesdays of
On
first
the
said
his English friend,
top,"
month
the entire year
"wouldn't that be rather conspicu each Coloradoduring
and Southern RailThe
ous."
way will sell round trip homeseekera'
excursion tickets to a great many
points in New Mexico and Texas at
Literary Criticism.
They were discussing a certain au greatly reduced rates. Final limit
liberal stopover
25 days allowing
thoress at dinner, and a
information,
critic raised a laugh by remarking: privileges. For ondetailed nearest
Colo
your
rates, etc., call
"Well, her hair's red, even If her booka rado
and Southern agent or address T.
are not"
B. Fisher, General Passenger Agent,
The mild young man In the corner Denver, Colo.
made a mental note of the sally for future use, and at another party shortly HOWARD E. BURTON. ASSAYER & CHEMIST
LKADV1IXK. COLORADO.
afterward he carefully guided the con
Specimen price: Oolii, allver, lead, tl: sold,
versation Into literary channels,
liver, 76c; gold, 60c: sine or copper, tl.
and full prlc Hit cent oa
informs Its readers. Fortunately, MalllnR envelopes
application. Control and umpire work sosome one mentioned the desired name, licited. Reference: Carbonate National Bank
and he triumphantly cried out: "Well, DAII I I ftV Draler In all kinds of
I, LUUK CIIANDISK. Mammoth cata
she's got red hair, even If her booka log- mailed
Blake. Denver.
free. Cor. lth
1"
haven't
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THE TEA PENALTY.
Strong Man's Experience.

Writing from a busy railroad town
the wife of an employe of one of the

great roads says:
"My husband Is a railroad man who
has been so much benefited by the use
of Postum that he wishes me to express his thanks to you for the good
It has done him. His waking hours
are taken up with his work, and he
has no time to write himself.
"He baa been a great tea drinker
all his life and has always liked It

NtW

AND VALUABLE
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INfORnAIIOM

WCSTtRN
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TRAPPERS
r tuS. TKlPPtKJ CUM AND
Mill
em pmcc
on miocs wo rtiai.
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DTNVia.ULeSASO. (I
I7USUWIT.

Mr

ust

p

strong.

"Tea has, of late years, acted on
him like morphine does upon most
people. At first It soothed him, but
only for an hour or so, then It began
to affect his nerves to such an extent
that he could not sleep at night, and
be would go to his work In the morning wretched and miserable from the
loss of rest This condition grew constantly worse, until his friends per
suaded him, some four months ago, to
quit tea and use Postum.
"At first he used Postum only for
breakfast, but as he liked the taste of
It, and it somehow seemed to do him
good, he added it to bis evening meal.
Then, as he grew better, he began to
drink it for his noon meal, and now
be will drink nothing else at table.
'His condition Is so wonderfully Im
proved that he could not be hired to
give up Postum and go back to tea.
His nerves have become steady and
reliable once more, and his sleep la
easy, natural and refreshing.
He owes all this to Postum, for he
has taken no medicine and made no
other change In hla diet
"His brother, who was very nerrous
was persuaded
from
by us to give up the coffee and use
Postum and he also has recovered bis
health and strength." Name given by
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Read the little book, "The Road to
Wellville," In pkgs. "There's a reason.'
coffee-drinkin-

g,

Erer reai tke afceve lettcrf A aw
aftfwara froaa ttaie to ttaae. Thy
sreavlae trae east tall el fcasaaa
(tercet.

"Insure in sure insurance"
Abova are atto prise winning tradamark
and motto.
Winner ol the $30 Drlaa tor trademark la
J. G. Braltn. Hotel Ellsworth, Denver, Oolo.
Winner of the prit (or motto la Bon A nart ronr. 82 last Third Bouth Stcaat, Salt
Lit uity, utan.
The judres ol the contest were: A. V.
McKay, General Manarerof the Ball
Lake Tribune and Telegram: W. W.
Armstrong, President of the National
Copper Bank ot Salt Lake City (ne
relation to the motto prise winner):
t. 8. Oritcblow, Manager ot Wee ten
Fuel Co., Salt Lake Citr.
o maa? designs and m ottos were submit-e-d
ia eompetition that the judgea found tt
Impossible to arrive at a decision by October
U, and therefore aaked and received an extension of time.
a strong Western
The OONTININTAL
company, devoted to tke upbuilding of tba
West, ft writes a potter which pays In ease
of alokaees or aooident, as well as eombiaJtag
any other attractive points.
Watch the Oontinaatai grow.

Continental Life Insurance
& Investment Company
BG.
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$
1,00 per year.
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body stands to lose vhat they
, Editor n4 Publisher. have previously made.
New Mex0M. U.
ico bat some diawbacks as every
If there is a cross marked on other country but the farmers have
(his spare you will know that your few nnd small debt? and almost
subscription to this paper hat ex. every one of them comes to town
pred. We would be pleased to with a smile, and are jubilant over
future because tbey see no
receive your renewal at once,
Otherwise the paper will be dis gloom ahead. We have particul.
t.Titir.uecl.
arly noticed the cheerful optimism
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sharp contrast to the re
pott that come from the east.
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W. J. Mills, Santa Fe,

N. M.
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Sccretarr Natbaa Jajii, Santa
Fe, ?j. M.
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James M. Smith, a carpenter
from San Antonio, Tex. was ar
rested in Los Angeles last week
charged with having four living

"

wives.
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Land Show at the Coliseum.
NOTICJJ FOK rUBUCATION
There were scores of street car
04702
men and policemen with their (am
U. S.'
Interior
of
the
Pepartment
ilies beside many clerks, book Land Office, at Tucumcari, New Mer
Ico, October 19. 19U.
keepers aud ofhee men.
booths "Notice )s hereby given that Willlam
There arc
N. M .who, cm
which are exhibiting the products P.Starcher of Tlp'on.
3Iay 1, i9O0, made Homestead Entry,
of a score of states.
Puring tte No 8271, for SE 1.4. So 10 Tao. 9N,
of
which w,ll Range 35E. N. M P. Meridian, has
show
the
progress
run for three weeks there will be filed notice of Intention to make
a number of farms given away in 'Final Five year Proof, to tstab-- I
various ways. The exhibits in. Ush claim to the land above dtscrib.
e every variety of the product! 'g. CommlsJouer. at Endw.N M..on
of the soil and they show the great the 27th
day of November, Mil.
recources of the states.
Claimant nanit-- as witnesses-Jud-

.

Best aud Cheapest

er

BMJVtflMI

'ifidvc fail liin
Trades old stand

f Tucumcari,

Miller, Sam E. Grlder, J. H,
MUKr and In Sternle all of T.ptou,
New Mexico.
K. A. pKSNTicr,

17-C- 1

Renter

Q

-

.

.

''.

Now MftTinK.

r

LOADED WAGONS. GOOD CLKAN
BOX STALLS, PLL'N TY OF GOOD FRESH
WATER AND MODERN CONVENIENCES.

f.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
05S3S

CLEAN CAMP HOUSES AND GOOD
BEDS.
HAY, GRAIN
COMFORTABLE
AND FEED FOR SALE.

Department of the Interior, United
States Land OtHce, Tucumcari. N. M.
October 20, 1911.
Notice Is hereby glren that Kos
Kerr, of Tipton, N. M., who, on
Oct. 8, l9"6. made II. E. No. llKfll.
See. 21, t wp. t).v range 3j
for NW
filed notice of
r.Meridiau.has
ir.
EJy.
Intention to make final Five Year
Proo', to establish claim to the land
above described, before Eugene E.

Progressive Broom Factory
Cv)rn mill and Green bone mill
E. M. FUIiliWOO, Ramrod.

4,

Iledgocoke,

U. S.

at

CommLssloner,

Endee, n. sc., oa the 27th day ot November. Ml.
names as wunesFes:
urider, Alex Astou, Clem John-greson, II Miller and Tom Riley all of
Tipton, N. M., and R. M. Borne of
jjard. N. M.
R. A. Prbnticc, Register

lllSrKIJSBS OF

at

17-2-

1

JOB WORK
WANTED Good HorsEKiitP
ing Magazine requires the ser-

G.DONE AT THIS '.OFFICE..--

vices of a, representative in San
Jon Valley to look after subscrip.
tion renewals and to extend circulation by special methrds whicli
have proved unusually successful
Salary and ccrrmission. Previous
t xperience it sirable, but not es
ftntial. Whole time or spar
time. Addrtss, with references,
J. F. Fairbanks, Good
38: fourth
Magazine,
Ave., New York City.

lR01

THE.

Hous'-keepin-

'

SAN JON VALLEY

X

Butter

20c

About twenty miles cast cf Tucumcari, cn
the Tucumcari and Memphis railroad lies a
stretch of country known as the San Jon Valley,
you art looking for a location it will pay

Ep

ISC

you to see it.

City

i

arkets.

st

Chickens

25c to

If

;c

Turkeys
j,'ooo $1,25
Iaize heads, per too . . . .'. , $15,00
Kaffir Cora heads, per ton
15,00
Beans, per pound
3Jfi
Corrected weekly by 2. T. Mc
Daniels, grocery and feed store.

I

It has
It has

It

the richest land in Quay County,

raised good crops.
has shallow water.

,

It has a railroad through
It has good towns.

the center.

The towns have

business houses.

1--

Sheep-KMIn-

.

Albuquerque
Morning

r.

;
.w.-f-

t

leg ja L,yrU.c,ui.d,

It

Journal

'

.

has good schools and churches.

irhas

I
Full Associated Press Leased
Wirt Report Every Day in
trie Hear-

everything needed to make a first class
'
community.

f

is in need

of

good men to . develop' its

cources.

VALEY LAND CO.
Albuquerque, N. M.
fT!iriifi'ayffj,'if,''g-'ry(-

re-

'

Come, and let us show you what can be done.

r

l UfalUw

up-to-d- ate

has good people.

one-hal-

bn

-

THE ONLY WAGON YARD"' IN TOWN
WI1.HAGOOD BARN 10 TAKE CAhK

PF

be trusted

SHEEP-K1LLIN-

.

.v

s

much corn before them.

Roswell, Nov. 18 Henry Car.
penter, a well driller, sucked a
tarantula into his mouth while FRAP
Precinct Officers.
0035
drawing air out of a hope to start
Geo. E. Sale,' Justice of Peace.
a syphon to run water out of a Small Pan Arranged In Meadow or
Dudley Anderson, Constable.
Field to Capture Destructive
barrel.
Bcfort he could expt-l- l
Anlmala How tt I BuHt
hi
froTj his rnaut!j it bit
In a meadow or field a small pep
The social aim of the Gospel is rim twce. He suffered no ill cn.
sight
fet cquire is made and feccel
pot to better the condit ion of man fequecces from the stings.
Mrocg.'y wirJi f.letstp or boards. Tbia
but to assist man to in; prove the
pen is divided Into two parti (a. b)
by a cress totce The pen la wholly
Conditions himself.The church Jail for Trust
Magnates. covered ever on the top with strong
ft the greatest social institution
lath: Two gates (e, d) are made 10
under the sun
Washington, Nov. 15. "Fel- that they will swing open of thetr own
accord and remain so. unless held
on's strips" as a punishment for Closed
or fastened. The gate (c) ta
IhcpersoQ who docs not own 'trut criminals" in the IJnited furnished with a latch, by which it Is
the property in which he lives has States, to end ' commercial
fastened when closed. Tola gate is
piracy Intended
to admit the dog Into tbe
an advantage over the person who under benevolent rules of reason'
of the pen (a) when be la atpart
The fo ate proposed in a bill amending tracted to it by a sheep confined tor
live$ in his own house.
toer can move if be docs not like the Sherman anti-trulaw drafted the purpose tn the other part ot the
lis neighbor, the latter must en by Representative Henry of Texas
tlur.j the crankiest crank that fate to be introduced in the hotseupon
tan produce
the opening .of congress
next
month.
Its introduction probably
Somi people seem fcr be oblig- .vil! r.ieau its pasnaje in the house.
Tbs bill specifically
ed to talk mean of others
That
what
constitutes a trust and pro
seems to be their only subject of
vides
as puoishmtnt fcr violation
interest on which to speud an
of the la w imprisoaraent fro.n two
pour in neighborly conversation.
JSoon you will baar whit the said to ten years in the penitentiary,
UJJJLA.LJl.tt
g
and naturally you get as rud ti a
Doga.
Trap for
hornet, unless you are an ;u;g:l.
Qcn. R yes Arrested.
pen (b). In the part pf the pen (a) la
a heavy board, reaching across It. One
Since that s seldom the case, we
eige of the board rests upon the
San Antonio, Teas, Nov. :8
would adviso you to be wise aud
ground
ejainst two pegs, which keep
!
pool off..Reiae.'nbfr that g333r;j. Ger.er.-t'- Bernado P.eyes, command-ef-in-thie- f it from slipping backwards. Tbe otber
of the Mexican army edge Is kept up by means of twq
ers have very little judgement and
A rope ta
shaky slender supports.
common tense.
during the rejime of former Pres- fastened
to the upper edge ot this
ident Diir, teaipcrarily residing tc&rd end to the gates, so that
f
of tt, when the board is propped
in Sin Aonio, lca;i:e he conThanksgiving will soon be here. sidered his life was not secure in up. holds the gate (d) shut, and thus
keeps the sheep confined, and the
The people of the Saa Jon Valley the
republic, was arreit-- 1 other halt allows the gate (e) to
iiave mucn to cc tba-u- i
fcr. ni Uta t jJiiy 0. aa i6jiareent re. swing opes. Tbe trap is now set A
deg socks to e&ter the pen. He finds
Several of our residents have
Lvr Ue .fedeMl
u0bl
ffraud ;urv the open gate ar.d ruEhes in, over tbe
touring the a$l lately aud tic re- - Lt Laredo, charged
bos.rd fcfet upc
:u ie, ttd knocks
- ;jng ag4..ii: a ::ic
ti.'.s doTi. Ih'.a ::cz&a ils gate (c),
.v
wiicb Is st ccce li:cbfcd and fast
tate to at we areespeciaUy blJssed meat.
ecsd. Ti gsta (it is al.owea to
with the good things of earth right 'The arrest of Ger;era.!
Reyes swlrg cpeu aid rie Rl.tp co&Cced Is
&ere.
Ia scaie parts there are was
ISocr'i'.e
sai. cf course, prccteds
wi;Vstvr4'.
fccn.6wa.ra witiout CzXy, wiiile tie

McDANIfLS.

FEED AND WAGON YARD IN CONNECTION.

d

n

First District V. A. Dodsoa.
Second District J. M. Hodges.
Third District R. C. Stubbins.

the Choicest,

1 1
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GROCERIES FEED,
FLOUR, MEAL
and Farm Seeds,
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Twp. iON, Kanje 'A K. N. M. 1'rlnc.
ipal Moridian has filed notice of ln
tentin to m:iko Una J tivo lear
Proof, to establish claim to th" land
above de;rjbed. brforn Euiie t.
IT. 6. Corumi.yi"iif r at
Land Show
lledgni'tke,
Chicago.
of
Endee, N. M.. on th ?;th
of
call
'The
18.
Nov.
1911.
Seveiuber.
Chicago,
:
Claimant uairnvj as
the soil" issuing trom the "Gold,
AtuJpt
Towiiaw'.rf.
Dudley
Harvey
en West" and the "Sunny South"
son, M. E. Whitton, Floyd I3ek.
is beckoning city people.
This worth and B. C Mundell all of Sao
was demonstrated today and to. Jon, New. Mexico.
J7-2R. A. rRKNTiCB. Register
night when more than 5,000 peo
of
attended
the
(be
opening
pie

Saturday morning at ber
m
Grant county, as she
N. M.
jbeme
tutween Ler father aad
Game and Fish Warden James
!her husband to prevent trouble.
P. Goble, Santa F?. N. M.
tcxu in Headlines.
I..
JEasineer Charles D. Miller, San- - Mrs. A. J. Dubois was shot aad
"HadUftHis Railao.ii Ticket
ta Fe. N. M.
killed by her father, John E.
in His Other Cletas."
Brown, county commissioner of
DmrUt Court. Sixth OUtrKt.
'Woman .Hid Hiditn Hti
Grant county aud a wealthy cat.
ot Gudilupe,
t.'nuntie
Ojero, t!v man.
Money in Cooktove."
Uirifolrj aui Quay.)'
"Swing was Fastened Insecure
Juvlge'-Edr- ord
R. Writbt, Ala- at Top."
ly
Joseph W. Folk,
magordo, N. M.
"Used
Old Rid? Barrel to Poke
pistrict Attorney Harrv H. Mc- - ot Missouri, has been visiting Furnaco."
New Mexico lately. Last ThursElroy, Tucumcari. N. ?J.
Interested in Quarrel Between
Clerk Charles P. Downs, Alamo- - day he spoke to the agricultural
and Wile."
Husband
gordo, N. M.
students at Les Cruces in the
"It Was His First Attempt at
U. 5 Local Uod Officers,
morning and at nigbt delivered a
a B.ehivc."
Robbing
lecture to the citizens on "Uetter
"Floor of Lodge Room Gives
Register R. A. Prentice,
Citizenship."Receiver N. V. GallegOS.
Way While Cand.date is Being
in Blaise:."
Tossed
Chicago
QUAY COUNTY OFFICplS.
Several people were injured in
Tribune.
jihn'J-- I. F. Watd.
a bead-ocjllission between the
Probate Clerk R. P. Douoboo.
enrly morning passenger gcjng
TesurfrC. H.L. Chcnault.'
tmt out of Tucumcari and freight
Com and Plymouth Roeka.
D. Cutlip.
Probate Judge
. A bs should
not hare a very
train
early Saturday morning.
Asse!Sor I. J. Briscoe.
of corn. It soon makes
quantity
Superintendent of Schools C. S. They came, together about three her too fat This Is espcclallr true
Cramer.
miles out of Tucumcari. The
of the larger fowls. The Leghorn Is
Surveyor W. L. Traylor.
on the freight had mis read more of a runabout and seldom gets
too far fcr good laying, but Plymouth
his orders.
Rocks are not to
with too

RdbcrtP. Ervbe, Santa Fe
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div a f.gi froiiirrnt JjIIjv irs
of president Madero of Mtxj o,
who tire in San Antonio, fU'.ly
charged that General Keys was
arranging an uprising from thu
;de of the border.

one-hnndse-

frank W.
Attorney General
Clancy, Santa Fe, N. M.
Treasurer M. A. Otero, Sacta
Fe, N. U.
Superintendent Public Instruction
James E. Clark, Santa Fc.
f
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DaUV.
Mrt. Illlngtly Wat Taking Hsr Nt
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mf Retort.
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W..M 7:40
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No. 4?, Passenger
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The BlUlnialys ware starting tee n No. 01, Local I't. V'ust 4:;:.) ! M
summer outing la tha country, expect- - ;o.
Ealt 10:30 r.M.
r2i Locat
Ing to ba away from home a waak or
'K' DEN 1 0N ' ASBt
two. Tba trunk bad ben acnt to the
railway atstlon, a few blocka dlatant,
mammmmmimmmmmmmmm.
and notblLg remained but to cloie the
.,
-- , , , , -- . , t. e

(ait bora plowa the abort

Tbe

T.

WHY THE VALISE WAS HEAVY

The telephone la an errtnd boy that
to board.
bouaa n1 slk fVilfh.i. Mr. BiMnM.
Soma peopla apeak aa tbey think. lr the laat one to leave the front door,
oui iuwiv tiCHucuiijr.
vitnea up iq nana Baggage ana rot- Under th average conditions, com, lowed the rest of the family down tba
U tbo bast crop to grow for the cllo.
'steps. One of the two valiss be was
Success in bee keeping, as In moat carrying aeemed tremendously heavy.
and before he bad walked a block be
other things; depends upon the man.
The man who gets the best returns stopped, set It down on the sidewalk
from bis soil atudlea tba needa of bis and turned to bla wife. "For the
soil.
land's sake. Ftdello," he said, moi?
Tha Implement man's best friend Is ping- the perspiration from bis brow,
tile farmer who never bouses his farm "what bave you got In this gripsack?
tools.
The family sliver?" "Nothing of the
Hlgb priced Implements ought to sort, Hiram," she answered. "That's
bave good protection ail the year hidden where uobody can find It"
'
"Then what makes this thing so
round.
are
very susceptible to heavy? It weighs a ton!" "I'm takCowpeas
s
frost and are materially Injured even ing along that new set of patent
I bought last week," serenely reby light frosts.
Because manure Is black and has a sponded Mrs. BllMngsly, "There'll be
bad odor, that Is no sign that It is of some washing to do, and I expect to
ao my own ironing. 1 ve soen we
the best quality..' v,
It is just, as necessary for the farm-o- r kind of Irons they have at summer reto reaJ, arid study
It Is for the torts, and they don't suit me at all."
Youth's Companion.
professional man. "A, ,
If barnyard manure la to ba used tn
tbo garden it should be rich, well
rotted and very Use.
MARGARET WAS NOT HAPPY

li nay

-

inc. v,niiv,m,.ji

ruiutr n

v

m

Mtincre vrv

First and Third Sunday's of each
month. Services morning and
evening.

Rer J. VV. Campbell, Pastor,
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH.
New Mexico.

San Jon,

J. P. Mastersoj, P.stor,
Fraacbibg every second Sunday
at

z x

oclock

a.

M.

flat-iron-

ft

,

What 8watters Facet
bouse fly which baa
In a dwelling bouse, or else
where, writes Prof. F. L. Washburn
ta tbe Popular Science Monthly, may
in the spring, at the lowest
estimate, 120 eggs. Assuming that
of these hatch aa females,
allowing that the breedlns go8
without check for four months, we
have as tbe descendants of a single
tlbernating Individual 214,557,844,820,.
000,b00,000,000 files. Now, a bouse fly
of aa
measures exactly
Inch la length; tbe distance around
tbe earth at the equator la aald to be
24,800 utiles. It would take, therefore,
A female

bljber-fiate- d

one-too- lf

one-fourt- h

3.688.812,000 filea placed end to end to
go around the .world once. Using this
number aa a denominator, and - the
number of flies produced in four
months from one mother as a nomer- ator, we find she will give rise, in the
course of a summer, to enough flies ta
encircle the globe at the equator
5.000 times, and bave plenty 0!
progeny to spare!

Awed Abyssinian Delegates.
An amusing mistake was made by
two, Abyssinian delegates of the Emperor Menellk to France. Awed by
tbe splendor of bis gold lace uniform
and the solemnity of his Imposing
manner, they mistook the usher at
the door of the foreign minister's office for M. de Selves himself. As tbey
were brought into the ante room the
usher was standing with bla hand on
the door handle ready to announce
them. But at the sight of bis silver
chain, bis medals, bis sword, his gold
d
topped cane and his
hat the AbysslnianB could not be expected to know tbey were in the presence of a mere servant So bowing
low repeatedly, tbey approached bun
slowly and with great respect until
tbey were tn reach of bis coattalls,
Avhicb. one on either side, they seised
1a their hands and kissed. The usher
dW not know: what . do, but the
pearance of the minister relieved tbe
Uuatlon.
three-cornere-

I

Prayer service, 3 oclock p. M.
Christians especially invited
to this prayer service for the good
of the community.
Service at a oclock (slow time)f
on Saturday before the second
Sunday. Everybody invited.
Sunday School each Sabbath at
10 otlock a. M.
everything Waa Going Wrcng and 8ht
J, P. Masterson, Supt.
Used the Plumber's Language te
W. B. Griffiths, Sic.
Tell of
All

It

Singing School meets every Sunday afternoon at Three oclock at
the Church.

The M. B. Dalys are blessed with
children.
This summer tbey are
cupylng a cottage on the lake, just
west of Vermillion, where there's
sunshine, and wa-an-d
Faty of air, and
Whenever hi arduous duties per-o- n
mlt, the president of fuo East Ohio
Gas company hurries westward In the
general direction of Vermilion.
The last time he went out be came
upon his youngest
daughter, Mar-on
all
a bench, and
huddled
up
garet,
unusually quiet
"What's the matter, Margie?" be
asked. "Anything wrong?"
"Tea, Indeed," replied the young
lady. "I've stubbed my toe, and tbe
kitten scratched me, and tbe boys
won't play croquet with sue, and
mother wont let me go la bathing
alone, and"
"Why, why" said the father,
"you are having a aerl-ou- e
aren't
time,
you?"
Tin having a heluvatime," waa
the unexpected reply. And then, no
tlclng tbe astonishment on bar father's face, she hid ber head ta his
arm and added, with a blush of

"That's

guilt:

what tbe

Cleveland Leader.

Aid."

r:ia locals
'vts

tots each

A. II. T. A.

2nd and

tth Wednesday evening.
E. H. WUUn,

Tre.

O.

W. meets each 1st and

3rd Monday evenings.

Visiting

Sover-ign- a

Welcome.

B. Born, O. O.
Owen, Clerk.
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The M. W. A. meets, each second and fourth Saturday evening
of each month.
Visitors welcome.
C. L. Owen, V. C.
. Sale. Clerk
Geo.
plumber

Always works tor the Southwest.

YOU ARE If I ERESTED

in a home in the Best Uallsy m
fJeiv Mexico
Look over the following, if you see cothing that suits you, wtitc, as we
bave many more goad bargains.

No. 4t 160 acres three an
half mUes soutlrwest of San Jon.
all fenced with two wires, twenty
acres in cultivation, rather tight
land just right to work nice. S3
per acre

Well
City property
lmilt buiBP" hous 25 x 60 feet,
13 foot ceilin' sbP la rcar ,&
8raa11
abl atui otber 8m!l
buildings, three lots on the corne,
on main street, will trade or se

x6o acres, 1
No.ia Deeded
miles from San Jon, 35 acres broke
fenced and cross fenced all with
two wires, small box house, fine
Price on application.
eration.

No. 52
Deeded.
j6o aaes,
f0Ur and one half miles north of

No. 4.1
Relinquishment
acres, one and three fourth
from San Jon, House 12
barn is x 30, all fenced, 40
in cultivation, mixed land,
soil, choice location, cash

c,

San Jon, 60 acres in good state of
cultivation, fenced and cross fened with two wires, small house,
barn 16 x 36, garden fenced with
poultry netting, tome nice trees,
vines and bermuda grass,, a fine
well of water which will furnish
water for
laad
lays fine for irrigating from tbe
well. Price on application.

320

miles
x 20,

acres
-

fine

price

No. 45 Deeded 160 acres, 3
milts from San Jon, all fenced and
cross fenced with two wires, A no.
one pox nouse itn sningie roor,
good barn, both well painted, a,.
ftw nicu fruit trees, 4 well of fine
water, about 5J acres in cultiva- tioD, fine soil, mixed land, at tio

No. ss
Vacant Lots.
Tsvo
fine corner lots on Main and

Fourth street at ttoo each
ea$y terms.

-

on

No. 56 Business Let. Come
lot on Fiftb St. and Maple Ave.
ti50ttts down, balance 10 small
monthly payments to suit the pur-pchaser. This lot faces the depot
and is a money maker at the price!
1

et

No. 47 Vacant tot A fine cor
No. 58 Six lots in a bunch on
ner lot on main street one square
south
side with barn 16 x 20,
trom tbe depot, in the business
.
t
part of town. A bargain at S250 ieDcea wllQ wirc Pr,c MOO on
good terms.
Nu 48 Vacant lots. Two lots
No. 64- -A choice relinquish,
on south side a little way out, will meot five north of San
Jon. Will
make a tine residence property, at sell or trade
very cheap if takaa
for the two.
$oon.

THE VALLEY LAND COPMANY

OfSn Jon, New Mex.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

Alter you have subscribed for
vour home paper, then take tbe
CHAS. C. REED,
El Paso Herald. The Herald is
Notary-Publithe best daily for you to read as
All Legal Blanks Properly Execu'td
you get all the late Associated
Office in Sentinel Building
Press news and the special dispatches covering New Mexico,
Tbe OrricF. tel. 100 residence 1X0
West Texas and Arizona.
is
Heralds wide circulation
giving
us the publicity we need to attract
Dr. B. F. HERRING.
QCW people and new capital to our
HERRING BUILDINO
you can help it in its
. NEW MEXICO
TUCUMCABI,
good work for the southwest tv
becoming a regular subscriber.

$1

:ojo or will trade.

acre.

H. B. Kern, Sec.
The W.

IF

Dealers

Iw

Irrigated Lands, Relinquishments, Deeded Lands

cutty PiaPEi&arTir.

We have land in New Mexico to trade for land in other
States
We sell Stocks of Goods, Vacant and
Improved Property.
Correspondence Solicited, and Information Cheerfully Given.

DF. K. S. COULTER,
pEKUST
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Physician & Surgeon,
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SOIL IS A BIG FACTOR

SOW ALFALFA

Two

Eif-ti- als

That

Are

scnco of Dry Farming.

El

en

DRY

ITRANOCO.

At'.cAS

0Hr Crept on Land
Worhtd Thitn
llroKcn
loll,
Nly

Plant PredueM
Thsl H
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Bn

The advice which claim Hint alfalfa.
should not be
in the II mt crop
on breaking I enod
it the nnioiis
for Mm same me tint always correct.
to
Be
aa
Oct
Land
Plowed
Must
to
Tbla la the Identical cold wave you
It Is gcncrnlly
claimed that time
Water to Sink Into Ground, and
were wUhln Tor but July.
should bo given for tho sod to decay,
Cultivate to Prevent Any
writes Prof Thou, Shaw In tho Dako
Tbla la a beautiful world to U
In.
Evaporation.
ta Farmer. There Is a measure of
when one's liver la worklni all right.
truth tn that explanation, but It Is not
These two practices are the essence the renl reason why plfalfa docs bet
8ome mistakes can be corrected,
We must plow so as ter at a later period, other Ihlngs be'
of dry farming:
bat eating toaditcoli ta cot cut of
ta get tbe water to sink Into tho Ing equal.
them.
Where the normal precipitation Is
ground, and cultivate so as to prevent
low.
say from 10 to 13 Inches, the sod
we
are
of
until
kind
any
evaporation
Is dry and hard. In many Instances
How fortunate for oyiter lovera
ready for the crop.
tbat tbe gucceislve month have an R
The soil is a very big factor. We It has not been wet down to the depth
In them!
want a deep, friable soil Into which of more (ban three to four feet, and
tbe water will sink readily. A heavy In many Instances to a much less
maudlin
weepy.
Unfortunately
soil does not take up water readily, depth. If alfalfa Is sown ns the first
weather cannot he put tnto a cell to
and does not give back water readily, crop, no time has been given for
Teacher of Dramatic Art The very
sober dp.
writes Frederick Llnflt ld, In the Agri the soil moisture to go. If the ground first thing Is to give tbe scholar
was
dry at the time of plowing and graceful bearing to teach him how
cultural Epltomlat. A very light soil
Our Idea of a versatile man Is a
U too readily aerated; the water flows the weather remains dry, the moisture to walk.
will not have gone down much far
poet who can eat a second plate of
Student Well, er er I don't e
through too easily. It does not con
boiled cabbage.
ther
than the depth of the plowing pect to join that kind of a company.
tain enough.
At one place In tbe state where tbe The alfalfa will probably grow quickly
Possibly one reason why aeroplanes
All tbe world may be a stage, but
rainfall Is less than 13 Incbe3 we have until the roots reach, the dry ground.
are not being made safer Is that acci
This they will not penetrate as long unfortunately we can't always hear
In
on
been
five
work
years.
carrying
dents help swell tbe gate receipts.
the prompter.
one season of the five tbe rain exceed- as It remains dry.
If the moisture had gone down Into
15 Inches and in one season It was
ed
women would do well to let avia
In this world one must be a little
less than 11 Inches. Not one season the subsoil and made It moist, the
tion alone until men have made a
roots would have followed. The too kind to be kind enough. Mart- alfalfa
1
five
found
we
have
years
during the
iimmmtp'WiWjiii
greater success of it.
the water to penetrate prairie sod result would have been strong plants, vaux.
more than two feet, where the grass and good yields should be expected in
a paragraptier asks: "What la a
succeeding years.
WILL JUDGE WAIT 1912 WITH CONFIDENCE was eaten close by the cattle.
perfect wife?" The only answer we COUNTRY
The explains, In part at least, why
That, bare, hard ground, clean of alfalfa produces better
can give Is: "How old la Ann?"
crops when
Republican Party Has Little Reason vegetation, had not taken up enough sown on land that has been worked
water to wet it more" than two feet a while than when sown on
to Fear Defeat In the Next Pres
Flying from New York to San Fran- newly
down. Where tbe grass was growing broken
daco la lust aa dangeroua aa flying DEMOCRATIC
idential Election.
ATTITUDE AS TO
land. The longer that the
and the pasture taken care of, we land
from San Francisco to New York.
has been judiciously worked, the
taripp rdard
The solicitude shown by the ene found that the water had gone down
the soil mosture may bo ex
deeper
from the
An Illinois Judge has decided that
mies of the Republican party about deeper. The evaporation
to go, up to a certain limit.
pected
soil in the early spring That limit should not bo less than
Its future would be touching if It
Reno divorces are not good In Illinois.
Sloan's Liniment is an exHave your divorce papers made trans-- Covert Threat to Refuse Further Ap- - were sincere. As It is, their concern is not as great as from the bare boII.
to ten feet.
cellent remedy for chest and
eight
Is significant In a different way.
lerable.
In the case of cultivated ground,
la Significant Re- nmnrlaiiona
When alfalfa starts vigorously and
throat affections. It quickly
What It proves Is that the men who plowed in the fall or early In the the
oort on Wool and Cotton
soon become strong, they
relieves congestion and inplants
A New Jersey man became
are most eager to gee the Republican spring, we have found tbe soil to be have
the
s
b.m
to establish a good
ow.j,.i
.
power
...
greater
.
.
.
. .
,a
1. flammation.
b.
A few drops
j..wb uueuauu oi dis inira wire me
tuunu
ticket defeated next year and Its as wet down about six feet and the sixth root system In the soil. The plants
in
water
used
as a gargle is
other day. Birds of a feather do flock
of
foot
was
soil
wet
In
the nation terminated are
enough to make should not be too crowded or the
Notice is given by the tariff board pendency
and
together,
.
mud
balls.
antiseptic
much
of
afraid
kind
healing.
that
that
nothing
moisture supply will not be enough,
that the money appropriated by con- - Is
sumIf
to
believed
The
season
next
was
land
the
going
happen.
they
and
will
be
the
haustcorrespondingly
plants
re8S for 1,8 work ,s nearly
Whenever there Is a great disaster
Here's
that Republican prospects were as mer fallowed (a crop on It tho first weak. In an abnormally dry season
aD(l tnat unless further financial
to thla country you are sure to find
"
I htv uied Sloin't Liniment for
dark as they say they are no more year and summer fallowed the next such plants will not furnish large
years and cin testily to Id wonderful
heroes who gave or risked their lives provision Is made Its efforts must
would be manifested or felt year) and we found the soil wet down yields.
efficiency. 1 have uied It for tort throat,
anxlxety
of
re
the
the
with
cease
for others.
completion
lame back and rheumatlim and
croup,
seven
about
the
wisdom
of
unwisdom
or
the
with
wet
seventh
foot
the
feet,
In
has
not
been
said
What
does
every caae It gave initant relief."
Imply
ports on wool and cotton. In view of course the
to
or
can
take
the
make
mud
balls.
enough
REBECCA JANE ISAACS,
party may
that alfalfa should never be sown on
No. brother, the
totlna the antagonistic attitude of some of
Lucy, Kentucky.
In the field.
The next year It was wet dow n still breaking or on land that Is quite new.
law In New York was not Dassed for the leading Democratic congressmen didates It may put
of
belief
the
further.
doubt,
Beyond
It
general
should
But
does
aim
alternate
that
tbe
every
Cropping
Imply
Is
It
feared
that
hold-UDtbe purpose of stopping the
toward the board,
tbe best Informed politicians in the year and summer fallowing between, be, where It Is practicable, to sow It
la Wall street
this opportunity may be taken advan
country Is that the Republican out- we found that It was wet down nine, on land thnt has moisture which has
ex
of
out
to
it
them
put
tage of by
look Is more uncertain and less promten and eleven feet, and this on soil gone down for a considerable distance
A baby s cry saved six neonle from Istence.
than It was before any presidenthat had never been wet down two Into tbe subsoil. That Is one reason
ising
Clark
of
The main argument
Champ
being aapbyxiated. Let ua learn to be
tial election for many years. There feet five years before.
why It Is so Important to summer-fallopatient with crying babies. They may and other opponents of the Taft tariff Is reason
for
as
that
The
land before alfalfa Is sown on It.
every
I
Is
opinion,
to
wish
is excellent for sprains and
make
this:
come in handy.
point
be
program is that the board may
bruises. It stops the pain
Instrument one knows. But beyond doubt, like- that we can control the moisture. We The growth of the alfalfa, other things
used as an
of public affairs are can get the water that falls to soak being equal, will be proportionate to
Mr. Malcolm McDowell
at once and reduces swellouts the But if they are sincere In their de wise, students
hobo's cost of living at four centa a claration that they mean to bring well aware of the extraordinary pow- Into the ground and can keep it there tbe amount of moisture In the subsoil.
ing
very quickly.
day. But he falls to tell how the hobo about such a revision as will reduce er and vitality which the Republican until the next spring comes and tbe
Sold by all dealers.
in
a
has
shown
la
organization
to
It.
use
always
We have
crop
ready
Dispose of Ailing Flock.
gets the four centa.
the duties to the lowest point consistcrisis
and
for
understand
that
If
Btored
Is
full
dishalf
not
to
more
It
of
they
the
II
Industrial
good
and
generally
policy
business
pnt with the
Price,
60o., $tJOQ
Tne knights of old had on ad van- of the country, they may be nearly two decades continuously the rainfall of one season and tided It pose of the Hock that has been
Sloan's
of
superior over to use it the next season for the through a siege of liver ailment as
Republican
margin
their deacendants.
They mmnlled to change their attitude.
Treatise
coma go tnrougn the deer season with-soon as It can be done to advantage
The report on the wool and cotton strength has been large enough to growing crop.
on the
out being punctured.
We plow six or seven Inches. It Is and replace them with good healthy
nehedules will be ready in December. withstand a good deal of shrinkage.
Horse
Is
one
in
to
1912
be
sure
The
stock.
fight
best to go down deep. If there comes
If It chnii thai tho duties fin- thpSf
sent free.
.
..
wrt
"
we siop io consider the numof extreme Interest and hotly con- a heavy shower we want It to sink
r.t .rii
Khnniri h inw
Addreu
oer oi isms war, exist tne great won- - pr(,d materially and presents complete tested to the end. But the outcome down Into the ground and
Lister Is Best.
stay there.
.
"
t
Dr.
cr- ia mai more people
Is full of uncertainty. Nothing vital We haven't found It
h
00 not Set aVOVlO nUUTI 4llBj
A lister is a much more satisfac"
.1 ...
v v. .
vav arnnnrt
necessary to bud- Tvt
Is absolutely assured for either party.
u
S. Sloan
Earl
,h- - tat nf tho nntl.
voiui warns.
soil.
tory Implement for digging potatoes
The usual practice In cultivation Is than a common plow, as It will throw
commission Democrats unless they
Platinum Is now worth two and take the
to follow tho disk after turning over the dirt each way, exposing the potathat the work of the
Alaskan Leases.
one-hal- f
times as much aa gold, and board Is position
worthless. And that can be
Mr. Plnchot Is becoming active again with the plow, the double disk, and toes and yet not covering them up as
Is
worth about Its weight in po met with a detailed explanation
gold
of In his crusade for the conservation of then we
with a1 spike much as the plow.
tatoes and other luxuries.
a
tooth
we
and
determined
harrow.
what the work has been.
If
that
are able In the
Alaska,
alleges
board has accom and systematic movement Is afoot to spring, we use a packer to pack tbe
the
Salt and Water Needed.
rate
At
any
The undertakers having decided to
Plenty both of salt and water will go
can tnemseives "morticians we pre- pllshed the most Important part of Its disparage the value of Alaskan lands, soil dow n, then disk and
There Is no doubt that the minerals and products.
The country We don't want to disk too much be far toward satisfying the nutural cravsume tbat
of the future mission.
cotton schedules are the will not, however, renew Its excite- cause It digs too deep and stirs the ing of the lamb, und will Increase
and
wool
will be known as "mortarlans."
ones most In need of downward revl ment, nor Is there likelihood of anoth ground and lets out the moisture.
materially the efllclency of other feeds
consumed.
BlOn.
er Investigation.
A drag harrow used often
Upon me report un
Rronlm' rr,mr I. ..M
enough
w111 dePend the
In contrast to the agitation of those keeps the weeds down. On the col
,verdtctf 7 the
posed of illuminating gas and cyano- - BtaPles
to
as
the
who would have the blanket of governPOULTRY NOTES.
country
lege farm we have used another tool
gen. but the scare manufacturers can
not frighten us after tbe Halley boax. And upon the manner In which the ment ownership thrown over Alaska, which is a little heavier than tho
lower house of congress treats that President Taft In his Tacoma address harrow.
Always keep your poultry house
rpnort if it Droves to be what It declares that the thing above all else
A Cleveland judge granted six dilight and dry.
In the spring we sometimes use the
vorces In ten minutes each At the ought to be, will depend, In large Alaska needs Is good local govern- drag harrow on the wheat. There Is
Any person can keep poultry, but
normal rate of arithmetical progres- measure, the Immediate future of the ment. As to the federal authorities ex- little difference of opinion on that every one cannot get poultry to keep
sion, if he could do tbat well In Ohio, Democratic party. Cleveland Leader. ercising control of its resources and point. If we have a soil which Is light hi in.
what a
lund other than that adopted In the and Is not
Kindness wins even with chickens.
record be could
clay we use the harrow.
to the case of other localities, Mr. Tuft con
establish In Nevadal
It Is snld that bawka never attack
Woodrow Wilson objects
We disk on stubble land to keep the
ducklings.
hymn "Beautiful Isle of Somewhere." fesses lie can neither see the wtedom moisture In the ground.
cannot
be successfully
Poultry
A Greek couple in Connecticut wait- Possibly because It calls attention to nor the utility of such a procedure.
Fall rye Is quite a successful
ed 24 hours at a church for a priest the suspicion that he doesn't know He believes in the leasing system, and so are macaroni wheat and fall crop; raised without the application of brain
wheat, and muscles.
is satisfied that it will meet every
to come from Boston to marry them, how he is heading.
the turkey red variety;
especially
need-fo- r
The country lairs are announced.
the
the
of
Interests hull-lesso evidently they bad made up their
security
barley, which does very well He sure not to miss
In the natura'
of
tho
at
large
peoplo
them, especially
minds.
Wall
Street.
and
President
with us and Is a very rapid grower, the home one.
There wad another flurry In Wall wealth of the region.
In dry farming; also
You will secure much bettor stock
Here Is a statement as calm and un- - with a good yield
A New York woman has Just re- street and once again It Is charged
nn early variety of onts.
for tho poultry yard by
ati
care
'he
warrants, and
ceived $200,000 from the husband to a speech of the President. Mr. iinpasBtoned
pur.alng
Then, ugain, because we have thnt cockerels early.
be ran away from to Join a younger Taft expressed the hope that he It Is a statement with which the
of
soil
and
store
the water away
type
Tho mun who uses system Is the
man. Which shows bow grateful be business reforms that It was In- niaBseg of men will agree. It Is bused down
In the ground six. seven, eight, one who
of
the
upon
to
In
accomplishes the most work
advisability
obedience
was.
to
maintaining
enforce
tended
nine or ten leet, and not
Furnish Shoe Insurance (o Miners. Quarry
much with the least effort.
the Sherman act might not result uniformity of national usage in the comes to the surface, we very
want deep
Is necessary to the
The
bath
of
dust
to
the
presence
men, Farmers and All Men Who
pressure
admitted
he
contrary.
in
disaster, though
A Pittsburgh scientist says tbat
Such crops as fall health and In a great aid to
Mr. Taft believes In Alaska.i develop rooted plants.
the
keep
Do Rou jh Work
Andrew Carnegie looks l.ke the ear- that the effort to bring them to pass
does not believe that tho wheat and corn nre an advantage to fowls free from lice.
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and hastened to put their promise Into
execution.
One of the younger doctors showed
himself familiar with the old diamond maker's case, and seemed thoroughly to understand his delusion.
"He is now in my ward," he said.
"He has been there six months; rather unusual case; harmless but hopeless. Can't rid himself of the Idea
that diamonds are banked up all
around him, and that all he has to do
Is to make one with his own hands to
possess the whole of that wealth in
Jewels. He does his best to make it,
too. Unfortunately the ingredients he
demands include several dangerous
chemicals, and of course he cannot be
trusted to go pounding away with a
pestle and mortar when his brain is
so far gone that he Is likely to for-gthe combination."
The other medical men looked In-

The story npuns with a scream from
in the opnra box of Mrs,
porothy Murcli
Mlssloner, a wealthy widow. It to oc
casioned when Mrs. Mlssloner's necklace
breuks, scattering the diamonds nil over
the floor, l urtls orlswold and Hruxton
Bands, society men In love with Mm.
gather up the geiri. Grlswnld
steps on what Is supposed to heIt. theA HinMaharanee and crushes
doo declares It was not the genuine. An
expert later pronounces nil the atones
substitute for the original. One of the
missing diamonds Is found In the room
ef KHnor Holcomb, confidential rnmpan-lo- n
of Mrs. Mlssloner, She Is arrested,
Mrs. Mis8lonnr's bHIef
fiotwlthstandlng
Meantime, In an uptwo
town mansion,
Hindoos, who are In
America to recover the Maharanee, discuss the arrest. Detectives Hrlts takes
of
tip the case. He asks the
Pitch, Elinor's fiance, In running
Ir.
down the real criminal. Brlti learns that
diamonds
duplicates ofIn Mrs, Mtosloner's
Paris on the order of
were made
Elinor Holcomb. While walking Brltz Is
seized, bound and gagged by Hindoos, He
Is Imprisoned In a deserted house, but
tnake his escape. He Is convinced that
the Hindoos are materially Interested In
the case. Pretending to be a reporter, terested.
Brits Interviews the Hwaml as to the rare
"What do you do with him, doctor?"
diamonds of India. Brits learns of an Insane diamond expert on Ward's Island asked Fitch.
and decides to Interview him.
"Oh, I substitute harmless things
a little bismuth and sodium phosphate,
CHAPTER XV.
and a, dash' of French chalk, and he
thinks he has everything he needs.
At Ward's Island.
"It's rather a remarkable coinci- All the stuff he wants that is not dandence, I'll admit," Bald Drltz to Fitch, gerous I let him have. He is happy
M they stood on the deck of the little enough mixing and mashing the paste
ferry boat that bore them toward the and hammering away all day long. He
bland; "but It's possible your little rolls the mass into dirty little gray
old friend had something to do with balls, and thinks they are diamonds."
the making of the imitation Mahara"Let us have a look at him," said
nee diamond. You realize thoroughly, Fitch.
I'm sure, the Importance of that link
"Sure thing! You don't mind If I
In our chain of evidence. It may be don't go with you? I have an ampu
difficult to faston the responsibility tation on In about ten minutes, and as
for manufacturing all the other fraud- there Is a green nurse helping me, I
ulent diamonds of the necklace upon don't want to take any chances In letthe guilty person, because diamonds ting her monkey with the ether cone.
of that size can be Imitated In any So you won't mind, will you, If I ask
one of several large cities; but the you to run right along by yourself?
man who made the fake Maharanee Is Stay as long as you like."
a past master of his craft; a man so
Brltz and Fitch were glad enough of
skillful that even the most expert an opportunity to question the old
artificers of Europe and America do man without an auditor, and with a
not pretend they can equal blm."
brief, "So long!" to his colleagues,
"What makes you think the curio the doctor piloted the detective
dealer had anything to do with It?" through dreary stretches In that home
asked Fitch. "How could It be done? of hopelessness to the ward where the
I thought the Maharanee was made curto dealer was found.
In a sunny corner of the long, bleak
quite recently?"
"I don't know how long It's been," room, the barrenness of which was rethe detective replied. "It may have lieved slightly by a few boxes and
been only a few months, and the dia- pots of geraniums and fuchsias on the
mond, It Is possible, may have been window sill, seated at a bench cover
copied any time within the past year. ed with
leather, was the
That big office building has been less little old man the physician and the
than a year In construction, and It's Headquarters sleuth sought.
well within the bounds of fact that
In the patient's face was a rapt look
the curio dealer received the commis- that told them he was as far away
sion for the work twelve months ago, from his present environment as If he
or possibly more."
had been in the little dingy curio shop
"Oh," said the physician, "there Is where young Dr. Fitch first had seen
one flaw In your theory. He was not him. His pliant bands had been
a fakir. All the Information I gleaned plunged many times Into a dough-likabout him convinced me he was not lump plastic as a sculptor's clay at
engaged In the manufacture of bogus one end of the bench. A row of Jars
Jewels. His grand purpose In life was at the back of the bench was flanked by a phalanx of vials. An earthern
to make real diamonds."
bowl half full of water stood at his
Is
safd
that
"It
Drltz.
"Precisely,"
fact, much more than anything else, right hand. Directly In front of him,
that leads me to think be may be In scattered In workmanlike confusion,
the employ of the persons we are were several palette knives and mixtrailing. Doesn't it occur to you that ing brushes. Ceaselessly his Angers
the false Maharanee, In order to de- plucked tiny pellets from the plastic
ceive Mrs. Mlssloner and all her lump, rolled and patted them, dipped
friends for so long a time, must have them In the bowl of water, coated
contents
been such a beautiful piece of work them with the
and
vials
of
the
trundled
then
Intended
Jars,
been
have
not
that it could
es an Imitation? In other words, them upon the board with Industry
didn't the man who made the Imita- purposeful of performance, but pur
tion Maharanee believe he was manu- poseless of achievement.
At times a spectral smile seemed to
facturing a genuine diamond
The little boat grated Its nose glow upon his cadaverous features a
like the specter of a
against the Island pier, and the two faint gleam
.
The sunlight, reflected
Investigators sprang ashore. As soon corpse-lightas they entered the asylum grounds, from the rows of Jars and bottles, play
their positions were reversed. Fitch ed queer tricks with the countour of
became the mentor, Brltz the willing his face and gave his tireless hands a
ghost-lik- e
appearance. He was a poor
pupil, for in that abode of darkened
reason were medical men whose hour little shriveled remnant of a man, the
core of what had been a dably association with that phase of ex: dried In the
occult, and which along
Istence made them welcome gladly bler
channels
normal
might have been a
world
outer
espe
the
from
visitors
scientist. No one look
cially members of their own profes- distinguished
sion. Fitch, as he ran up the steps of ing at him could ever have pictured
greed of gain.
the visitors' entrance, was received him as possessed of the no
he mado
four
though
or
pretense of
Brltz,
three
office
in
the
by
royally
a
had
comprehended
being
psychologist,
who
physicians and surgeons
known him in his Bellevue days. There at a glance the outer vision of the
was no Jealousy of his success among former curiosity shop proprietor conthem. He had shot jihead of several veyed little to his distraught scienof them, and It was pretty well un- tific mind. Beyond doubt, the old
derstood among the Island doctors man, as Fitch had said, had run the
that Lawrence Fitch was rapidly forg- shop merely as a means to an end.
Brltz stood looking at him
ing to the fore as a fashionable Fitch and moments
before he became
for a few
more
was
What
important
physician.
of
their
aware
When at
had
presence.
he
that
fact
In their eyes was the
he glanced up, a shade of perplexlast
his
in
profesdistinction
real
gained
sion. Several minor but helpful dis- ity flitted across his face, his Angers
coveries of his had been recorded halted, but they did not stop in their
and he looked at them
gratifylngly In the "Lancet." and more studious task,
than once his name had been mention- Inquiringly. With a slight shake of
ed with flattering recognition at meet- his head he apparently gave up the
attempt to puzzle out their identity,
ings of the County Medical Society.
Fitch wasjtow In his element. He and once more bent his eyes on the
firmly regarded as the thresgrasped warmly the hands held out bench toheGolconda.
to him, clapped two or three of his hold
"Ouess you don't remember me, Mr.
closer cronies on the back, and presented Brltz to the little group with Martin," Bald the doctor. The old man
a few words of Introduction that won appeared not to hear. Brltz and Fitch
the detective
respect for the man from Mulberry exchanged glances, and
took up the attempt to awaken a reStreet.
"Got a patient here, Larry?" they sponse from the aged Inmate's mental
vacuum.
asked him jokingly.
a
pa"Pretty busy man, eh?" said Brltz.
"not
exactly
said
Fitch,
"No,"
He had touched the right chord.
tient; but It's losslble you have a
case here I'm a little bit Interested Any reference to the Industry that ab
In." He recited the history of the sorbed his fading senses was sure to
curio dealer, with an urgent request arouse the Intelllssence of the old
that everything in connection with the curio dealer. He nodded briskly, and
old man be revealed to him. Britz, ac- went on with his work more zealously
customed as he was to glean his facts than before.
surGot to flnlsh a contract on time?"
was unmistakably
toilsomely,
prised by the readiness with which the Headquarters man pursued.
Another vigorous little nod, follow- each of Fitch's friends promised aid,
Mis-lone- r,

eela-brat-

et

g

e

many-colore-

f

d

His Pliant Hands Had Been Plunged

Many Times Into a

ed by a swift search of the detective's
face on the part of the old man's
sunken eyes.
"Rather interesting work you're doing," pursued the detective.
Thereupon Mr. Martin rejoined:
"It is the only work that can interest me. I have given my life to It."
"Find It profitable?" Inquired the

a process of patient questioning covering so long a time that It ended in
the twilight, that Brltz led the tireless
worker back to days before his arrival
in the asylum. The protracted Inquiry
taxed all the detective's skill In

sleuth.
For an Instant those gray Angers
paused In their manipulation of the

clay pellets.
"Well, it depends oa what you call
profitable, young man," answered the
ward of the State. "There are things
more important than monetary gain."
"Oh, yes, I know, I know," said the
detective hastily. "I suppose your
work Is purely scientific?"
"It is more than science," answered
Martin. "It is art, philosophy, philanthropyeverything. It Is the crystallization of the beautiful. Love Is beauty, and beauty Is life. All mankind
needs is beauty in greater measure
and higher degree to attain perfection
of happiness."
"And you are engaged In forwarding that theory?"
"Yes," said the old man simply. "I
have taken upon myself the task of
glorifying every home In the world
with the prisoned sunshine of the centuries. Every abode of man, however
humble, should be illuminated by the
light of diamonds. The diamond is
the most exquisite expression of creative love we have. The only trouble
Is that we have not enough of them.
It has remained for me It has remained for the poor old student of
mysteries to And the key to the true
For
Jewel wealth of the universe.
thousands of years men have been
I
seeking diamonds in the ground.
take them from .the air,"
In similar vein he ran on, his words
betraying the strange groping of a
clouded mind that in its time had
been nearer the truth than most men's.
There was something extraordinary
about the little old fellow's brain. It
had not cracked; rather, It had been
attenuated by overstrain. It was after

Dough-Lik- e

Lump.

word-handlin-

Fitch, scientist though he was, long
conversant with the phenomena of the
mind as he had been, marveled at the
Headquarters man's adroitness. Long
before Brltz had finished his task, the
doctor, in sheer weariness dropped
Into a chair and stayed there In silent
attention.
But the detective remained on his feet, Immutable as the Incarnation of will Itself, and slowly,
cautiously, persistently piloted that
darkened Intelligence out of Its depths
back to at least a gloaming of coherent memory. So guided, so aided and
lifted along the difficult backward
path, Martin's mind reverted to Instances that hung like stalactites from
the cavern ceiling of restrospectlon.
It was In a Aash of intelligence, briefly eliminated as a twinkle of daylight
seen from the recesses of a cave, that
the old man recalled the great triumph
of his strange craft
"I have made diamonds, yes," he
said in response to a query from the
detective, Bwlft and searching as a
rapier thrust, "beautiful enough to
hang about the neck of a princess;
brilliant enough to glorify the hut of
a toller In the fields; but there was
one ah!" Ills recollection reveled In
widening circles until Its force was
spent. For a long time, his hands
motionless again, he Bat gazing Into
the past. Britz, feeling that he was
on the edge of an Important disclosure, waited patiently. Fitch scarcely
breathed.
curio
"I mind me," the
dealer resumed, "of the one great diamond that came as the grand reward
of all my labor. Ah, that was a diamond! Hut though it was a wonderful
achievement, I dishonored myself In
and a faint
the making of It
on
his parchment
flush deepened
face, "I fashioned It for gain!"
Without an instant's warning he
one-tim-

for"

e

pushed away the bench, dropped his
race Into his hands and gave way to
grief that moved equally the man long
hardened to dissection of the body
and the veteran crime hunter accustomed to vivisection of the soul. Few
things are moro terrible than to see
an old man weep. It is dual surrender, for tears are the prerogative
of youth and womanhood. Brltz and
Kitch with difficulty controlled their
own emotions Just for a moment, for
tears streamed over the ashen countenance of the broken amateur alchemist, and his wasted form writhed
and rocked In convulsive sobs.
"I have bad my punishment," said
Martin when at last the tempest had
spent itself; "but, oh, the long years
the long years of remorse! Urged
by poverty, that enemy of seekers after truth and beauty, I succumbed to
the temptation the stranger held out
to me. I made the great diamond as
he desired and I gave It to him for
his gold!"
The doctor glanced swiftly at the
detective and started to speak! Brltz
raised a warning hand, and Fitch
his exclamation.
checked
Seating
himself for the Arst time the Central
Office man the prober of mysteries-l- aid
his hand encouragingly on the
diamond-maker's
shoulder, and said:
"There now; don't let it distress
you so much. Other men have done
things far worse than that!"
"Nothing could be worse," screamed
Martin, springing from the low stool
on which he sat and facing his visitors In an agony of abasement. "I
sold the delight of "my eyes, the light
of my life, the star of my soul the
queen of all Jewels, the purest, truest,
most beautiful diamond the world has

CHAPTER XVI.

The Assistant District Attorney.
While Britz was struggling with the
tangled threads of contradictory cir-

cumstances that constituted the fabric of the diamond mystery, the district attorney's office was not inactive.
With the slow stealthlness of a cat
approaching its prey it combined the
disconnected fragments of evidence
gathered by the police into the semblance of a perfect case, and prepared
to present It to a Jury. The grand
Jury had indicted Elinor Holcomb, and
again she was dragged into the glare
of a courtroom, this time to plead to
the Indictment. There remained only
the verdict of a petit Jury to open the
gates of state's prison for her. Her
lawyer was served with the fateful
notice of trial, and sne was made to
realize the great struggle was about
to begin.

Assistant District Attorney Mott
was taking a last survey of the depositions in the case, mentally picturing
the curtain of gilt he would weave before the Jury. To his mind the evidence was conclusive. It pointed Irresistibly to Miss Holcomb as the thief.
And yet, the prosecutor felt there
was something strangely lacking in
the structure; something that made it
appear hollow and unreal. No other
reasonable explanation of the disappearance of Mrs. Mlssloner's necklace offered itself, and still It was
hard to conceive Miss Holcomb as the
thief. Mott knew that the same uncertainty In the minds of the Jurors
would inevitably result in a verdict of
acquittal. The benefit of any reasonable doubt as to her guilt must go to
her, and he realized he had yet to
eliminate that last slim possibility of
ever known!"
to the prisoner.
"Yes," said the detective, "but don't a verdict favorable
an ordinary larceny case h
It
Were
You
a
had
to
sell.
was
It
yours
forget
would be content to offer the testiright to do as you pleased with It"
leave the verdict
"I had no such right," cried the al- mony at hand and
But
of the Jurors.
conscience
to
the
was
the
chemist. "That diamond
AH thousands of newswould
trial
this
product of my laboring hours. I
columns. The press of the enbrought It forth from the air, the sun- paper
tire
country was on the alert for It
shine, the silver water, the milk of
much to a struggling assistmeant
It
fashionis
as
an
the moon,
Aphrodite
a conviction In so faobtain
ant
to
ed of dew and mist. It was not a mere
case.
To lose, he feared,
mous
a
and
sense
and
had
thought
stone; it
his own competence.
on
reflect
would
soul; It was a microcosm of the
The entrance of Britz brought the
marvelous!"
Fitch could not hide his astonish prosecutor out of his absorption.
"Just the man I wanted to see," ha
ment at the learning and poetry the
fearfully agitated old man displayed. greeted.
"And I'm equally glad to And you
Britz himself, had not his thoughts
been focused rigorously on his pur- In," the detective returned,
"I've got the evidence down pat"
pose, would have stopped to wonder
at them. As It was he struck the Iron Mott responded. "It seems complete;
of the alchemist's remorse at white and yet, somehow, I feel that It la
not entirely convincing. I want to get
heat.
"What did the stranger want with something to clinch It It's a pretty
tough proposition at best to get a conit?" demanded the detective.
"I don't know," Bald Martin. His viction on circumstantial evidence
his features when the defendant 1b a woman of
voice still trembled,
and knot- good appearance, and I don't want to
fluttered
his
hands
worked,
ted themselves In the Intensity of his slip up on this case. We haven't got
emotion. "He came to me a stranger; much time left. The case Is on the
he went away the same, and with him calendar for next Monday."
"That's what I came to see you
went my queen of Jewels, my beautiful, beautiful diamond of diamonds! about," informed Britz. "I want to
But I will And him," he shrieked. get you to adjourn the trial a month."
"New facts?" anxiously inquired the
"For centuries I have been upon his
ended
all
He
prosecutor.
things
thought
path.
"Yes."
between us when he lured me Into
"Who do you think did the trick?"
said
He
treasure.
with
my
parting
because be had suggested the outline suddenly questioned Mott.
"Sands, Griswold or the Indian servand color of the stone he bud a right
to make me give It to him for his ant," came from the detective's hesl- money; but It was I I who thrust tant Hps.
The prosecutor's hands went abovo
Into the center of the glorious gem the
I penned the sun
his head In a despairing gesture.
Are from heaven.
"Is that as far as you've arrived?
bursts in the priceless prism, and It
Is mine. It Is mine by right of crea- Three suspects, and you've no idea
which one you want! What sort of
tion!"
This outburst excited the old man, weak stuff is In your possession that
but In a little while there was an- you don't know whom you're after?"
"The circle is narrowing very quickother outburst of his emotions. He
Britz observed. "In the next few
ly,"
shouted:
fairly
"I will have him, though. 1 will days I'll know who committed the
come up with him yet, and when I do, robbery, how It was committed, and
where the jewels were taken. But I
I will give him back his money and
make him return the diamond to me. have got to have the necessary time."
"All right" agreed the prosecutor.
He thought he left nothing to tell me
who he is. He thought I never would He called a clerk and directed him
be able to And him In this big town. to Inform Miss Holcomb'a lawyer that
He felt sure the old curiosity dealer the case had been withdrawn from the
would not venture far enough away calendar for a month.
The detective was reaching for his
from his shop to track such a Ane
But he forgot one thing. hat when Donnelly and Carson burst
gentleman.
I have kept It all these years, and Into the room.
Donnelly's face was
flushed with the news of a great dta.
through it I wilf And him yet!"
Abstractedly he thrust his hand into covery. Carson was smiling approvan inner pocket and Ashed out a bit ingly on his partner.
j
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
of cardboard.
Excitedly he waved It
In front of the detective's eyes. Brltz
Bltlsrly Disappointed.
resisted for a moment the impulse to
Here's a story in the week's annate
snatch it from his grasp, but be
of Maine
this time from
gripped himself sharply. Awaiting de- Portland. merchants,
A Portland tradesman wa
one
was
of
the
detective's
velopments
visited by a friend from the country
strong points. As he expected, the and among
attempts to entertain took
old alchemist was In a state of mind
to the theater. When the
visitor
the
with anyto share his knowledge
lights were low the merchant quietly
body. After a few more flourishes, drew forth a
pair of opera (lasses
visIn
Brltz'
hand
a
man's
Martin laid
to his guest A conand
handed
them
iting card, face down.
tented "Ah" slipped from the man
Studiously avoiding any appearance from the country and then his arms
of haste, Britz turned it up and read In the air were faintly discernible.
the single line engraved upon It "What's the trouble?'.' asked the host
Without the tremor of a muscle, and The answer came In a distressingly
with only one swift significant look, plain whisper of disappointment: "Oh,
he passed the card to Fitch.
nothing, only the thing's empty."
The doctor, a little less
than the detective, looked
Good Idea.
Jack Hardup (with unwonted eatho
steadily at a drawing on the back,
gazed earnestly at the Inscription on slasm) "By Jove! I see that some
the face, then wonderlngly, before the fellow la talking about Introducing a
card fluttered from hla fingers, he bill Into the house making It a misread the line aloud.
demeanor to send annoying letters to
anybody. Very clever Idea, that TU
?'
MR. BRUXTON SANDS,
hate my tailor locked up for fell
months, by JotoI"
d
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HMlnot by Which the
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tally Died.

rt!'fto

Pull"

AMflat.

to

b f in au a rttllo of His great
daddy a fame as a countryside

Comoro In China tM
niembers of the lupaiUl family are
above the Uw. rrloce Can Chi has
twea doing Just aa be likes recently,
fortified with this Immunity. There
b tot a hygienic law that this Iit6r-estl&person Las not broken, and bla
great recreation seems to lave been
to defy the police. At leneth U th
endurance of the police thore earn a
limit, and the matter was brought e
der the notice of the regent, wb baa
not ouly aboliihod tho "conftntton."
hut the prlnco's recreations Bo, aAd
given !ntrucMnus that la future
aa as an ordinary cttlitn. i
siaad the conoeqaencea.
t

..11- -

grand
fun

LAST MINSTREL OF IRELAND
Thomas

Smith, Agtd Wandering
Sinner and Story Ttllsr, Oled Re-eently In County Meath.

Jtrry the pet cat of the Stols fenv
jBf of Bloomflcld, N. J, coaelderably
startled IU inltircsa when, the other
afternoon, It appeared at the kitchen
door after fearing been burled aa des.4
during the course ol Lh preceding tort
soon. Jerry la of a warlike dJapoil-Hon- ,
and during a recent combat, sua
talned auoh Injuries that tho family
decifed to put him out of misery. Ac
'bordtagly the garbage man was pro
failed on to place the pet anlcial in
aa old t!a boiler, pour la chloroform
Training School for Sorglarft.
'and put on the lid. In a fow into
An academy where burglary wus be.
tttoa Jerry waa "dad." Ho ww bur- tog uught on the moat approved ilnM
led and the Stolz children cove red the fcy experts la the profe slon waa .disgrave of their friend and playmate co wired by the police at Berlin lately.
with flower. Dut life to Jerry' waa Tho principal, who waa aa old convict,
xairinfd eich atudent In tha vartou3
weet, ao when Mrs. Stols opened thai
kitchen door later, tho found him branches of tho science before grantwaiting for admittance. Mrs. Stols ing the leavlnff certificate, which waa
creamed and ran, but her husband ciulvhlent to a degreo In burglary.
Ut the eat In. and declared he would n return for their trjlnlng, board and
not permit the warrior to be "tilled" lodging, the Btwdenta were expected
to V'oy a fixed sum end a percentage
again.
",
n their profits during the first year
o ait it they entered the profea
Somewhat Shopworn.

His stories for the meat part had to
do with the fume, and always pre
aented the good fairy It the part of
straightened (angles and easing the
path nf happy rnnrrtaga. Ills visits
throughout the country were made
and an
with scheduled
regularity,
evening with the poet waa the occasion for a gathering of young folka,
Like most poets, be waa not thrifty,
and died poor.
,

An aged wandering alnger, rhymitor
and story teller, who was sold to be a
descendant of one famed In the days
of minstrelsy, died recently In tho hospital In County Meath, Ireland. He
waa the last of the old school of
poets who lived by story tellverse making at farm bouse
and
ing
firesides. His name was Thomas Smith,
Pumpkins for Fattening.
snd according to report one of his
Viimnbtna will anon b eloa rival
ancestors wore cap and bells and ,
crop, aa a ratloa for fatten.
In ,
erred as a Jester to a prtnc
T.hey vonWIn a law
purp0M8.
hia boyhood Smith wore a faded doub- of prote!n ftnd ,jbumen M(t a
,mount
'et of alternating itrlnes of ye.ow faIr amount
ash and potash. Their
and blue wh'cb .ad bew handed down
coinpo,lttoa (a s0 wcU balanced la
'
with other feede for
comparison
"
young anlmala, that strength la Im
parted by (he ash and potaab to the
GRAM
LI I F.RARV
bones of the atock. and the protein
On account of (he bad wtbthf builds the flesh. Eighty per cent of
the mature pumpkin can be utlllf4
nst Satuu'av ciph'
for feeding purposes.
d
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Makers of combined JLnnd Krad
cru & ILevelero, & Combined
llPltcliers Tx Prescr anlno
Agents for Jew Improved Turbines Water lEIevntor.
"AT

THE NEW SHOP IN THE NORTH END OF

san jon,';,ai,so

and wagonwork
Horseshoeing
MEN OF
PONE
EXPERIENCE.

13V

rnram

pea. of giving Senator Bunk a grand
rtcsstion whin bo comes from Wa&h
eald:
to
children,
the
SctV ol children.
iuctng th
lagtox How much shall we put you Song
lfy dear cai;oro. "0
down
for?"
Oikna Jordan.
Recitation
to ' -a is the new mamma I promised
Noting!"
Recitation...'. ...Nathen Mardi-n- .
you must admit
Why,
"Nothing?
and
,WUttieCbarile took
long
Orvi'le .Dntw
that Senator Bunk haa made a great Recitation..
mamma
steady look at tt
In conxra. He has succeeded
record
Mrs Allev.
Reading..
tor,,, ,t0 ,c "lr
Then h
In making himself one of the leaders
Milo Jenning.
Recitation
virtuous disgust:
of tho most, dignified
deliberative
.
' "pn. you neve been cheated! 8M
'
body oa earth."
"
J:
'
Unt new at all?"
"Tea. but he's cot all the offices at Rec,,at,on
Jce Trickey.
Us disposal filled, so what'a the user
Rfcitation
Lucile Jenning
Radium Breetes for Qout.
.
Chicago
ftadium laden breeies are the very
Vocal Duit..Elva and Vera Als- latest thing in the treatment of gouv
dotf,
Automatons.
One of the papers read at the Qer
Unice McDanicl.
There have been several automaton Recita'tion
'man Medical congress was) on the application of radium In the aerial etate. chess players, but It should not be ReC,tatlon
Ndl Jfnnings.
Radium "manatoria" have been eub-Jlahe- neoessary to say that they were all
A2d Elder.
In Berlin and at Bad Hombnrg, worked by the man behind be ma- SoE
meets Miss
and now Sma In to have ooa. A apo chine, or rathor, within or under the . Mr. McSp'aginwell
if thn rruit fair hM is
dal apparatus In which radium to naotitfi
Higpinbottom.
m
I
ati nf al la flTait In a IH
Vntil PiIiim In tinilnn In
Duet : Talbot and Virgil
Vocal
do
automaton
an
to
room end all the patients have
1151,
played the game
'
la to alt In the room and talk or road beautifully: and so early as 17G3
Hight.
newspapers, or play draughts; the rs Baron Vou Kempelen of Hungary In- Debate.. Resolved that the man.
ilium In solution In the air doe
th
vented an audrold that waa the martreat and affect the blood through the vel and wonder of the time.
Von ufacturrris a greater benefactor
Kempelen went all over Europe with to the community than the farmer
knga. Thla treatment la especially
for all gouty ailmeota.
his "Turk

bfrojw

g

A

Llin

j

Hanii-facturin-

Co-operat- ive

& Repair Co.
Fuller
Succeeeurs to Hurt

m

was net rendered..
The Paciifc Monthly,
There were several younr peo
it
decided
waa
to
ple present and
Special Rate on the Leading Maf
and renJtr it at
ailne of the West.
save
the
program
''0.
egalu.
T&e widower tad married
next
prethe
Wasted
Effort
meeMntf.
Evrryhody
woman
bis choice waa a wealthy
Th rnclflc Monthly of Portland,
"l want you to subscribe something pare and romf ou' Ssiturd'y hicl t
tnout oW jrears
b0Zl to the fund we are raising for the pu- X
is puliilsliiuff n trlesorsp!en.
"a
Orrp"n
o vp irs be
u s v on h
and

rine

San Jon

j
;

"
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wawe"w
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Record-Herald-

-

did

frlf-so- f

;im tfl- - s nbout the v.irloui i'lihis- tit- - Wesf.
Tho S'ptoiuber

number contain d an artii lo on sue- nlth I'Tu.rrlon Th fli'tnlwr num.
ber com alnod a beautifully lllnstrat- ed article on Success in Growing
Apnl'S Other artlcl-- shortl to be
puWUhod "are ssucca with Live
Stock. Success in Growing Walnuts,
Success with Fodilcr Crops. These
artlci,8are wrilIcn by CX,crl8 and
are not nly authoritative, but very
Interpsting.
In addition to tho above, The Pa- -

INTERNATIONAL
3

Bank Of Oommeeoe,

i

Of TUCUMCARI, NEW MEXICO.
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We solicit Your
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Business,

v a x tties.
xmrxi
uwvuniinni
.

Capita $50,000.
t
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vice

T. H. SANDERS, Casbier.
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.

rres, ft

W

Chese-Playln- g

.

d

i

.

fil?cMo,'th,J ea,;h 1,m",th

a large
clean, wholesome,
readabie Ktori0J, and strong ladcpond.
ent articles on tbo questlona of the

San Jon Sentinel

day.

Th price of The Pacific Monthly
Is SI TO a year. To introduce It to
new readers, It will be sent for six
months for
tioned.

1 50

if this paper .la

Address:
Pacific Monthly,
land, Oregon.

men-

Port

ONE YEAR

KTIE

BOIL1L A O

San Jon Sentinel and Dallas SemUWcekly Parm News for

It

50.

Take advantage of these prices and save money on Dry Goods, Clothing, Underwear, Groceries & etc.
Underwear

Groceries
We now Lave a complete lice of Dried

fruits that

ate Fretb end Flte.
prunes
Seedless Raistns....

per lb. 8S cents.

"
.

Dried Peaches
Best Sugar Corn
8 Bars Diamond C Soap
I Gallon Pancake Drip Syrup
V

Angle-foo-

d

.

iti

"15

'!

per can 10

M

.25.

We bave in stcck the BEST
BIGGEST line of
Uuderwear ever shown here. As we are heavily over
stocked in this line, you can get remarkable bargains
now.

,

,

Our regular Fifty cent Mns' heavy FUeced and
Ribbed Underwear now going at
cents.
42

Hamilton Brown Shoes

45.

"

50,

'

Bear Brand Sorgum
10 lbs, Lard Compound ...
to " Pure Lard
too Pounds Spuds
3 pkgs, Rolled Oats
" Corn Flakes
3
I

"

Dry Goods

5$.

i.jo.

"Best by Test"

And we can supply all your wants from the finest to
the heaviest footwear at prices that will please you.

We now have a complete line of Dress Goods in

Woolens, Silks, Ginghams, Ca'icoes and etc.
Having bought a bile of Outing Flannel direct from
the mills, we are now able to give our patrons the Best
to cents.
Outing possible for
12H ct. value Bleaching
10
"
ct.
Domestic
t2
jo V
"
1
ct.
Outing
.It "
"
6
Very Best Calico
"
65 ct. Dress Goods
50

'

,

Clothing

1.30.
2

95.

Hats

25.
25.

Complete line Worth Hats latest styles

in all sizes.

We are now giving a discount of 10 per cent off
of all Clothing and Pants, and we are offering some
exceptional bargains in this line.

We will soon have another car of Old Homestead Flour.

THE SAN JON MERCANTILE COMPANY
INCORPORATED

C. L, OWEN, Mgr.
Wholesale and Retail
DEALERS IN GENERAL MERCHANDISE
SAN JON
NEWMEX.

1
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